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THE NEW MEXICO APPOINTMENTS

Official Newsper

DUTY ON OIL IS
BEAT IN HOUSE

STATE CONVENTION TO NOMINATE
SENATOR WILL BE HELD IN AUGUST

Bulletins
that the
While partison apposition would like to criticize re- Stock, Growers'announcing
Washington, July 18. The pro
Finance corporation
is ready to receive applications for posed duty on crude and fuel oil
New
offices
in
federal
of
to
payment
justice appointments
was struck out of the Fordney tariff
Mexico and to find ground for faultfinding with the ap- rediscounts from banks and cattle bill today
by vote of the house.
loan companies have been received
The vote was 187 for elimination
pointees, Republicans generally, we believe, will be found by banks
Loans i:i this instance come as a of the duty to 79 against. There
to approve heartily of the appointment of Gorge R. Craig
result of the $50,000,000 pool cre- will be anolher vote on the oil sched
as United States district attorney, and of Secundino Ro- ated
ule prior to final passage of the bill
by New York and Chicago banks.
Thursday.
From the standpoint of The bulletin reads:
mero as United States marshal.
President Harding's letter of June
We are pleased to anonnce that
party service the work of both these men, over a long per- tli is organization
is ready to receive 30, to chairman Fordney of the house
iod of years, entitled them to recognition. It would be diffi- applications for rediscount
from ways and means committee opposing
cult to show in either man any lack of qualification for the banks and cattle loan companies who impiwition of a duty on crude petroleum and fuel oil and suggesting a
file with the corporation a satisfac
position to which he has been appointed.
bargaining provision to guard against
tory financial statement.
of duties against us, wif
Loans offered must be secured by t lie
George Craig served through two difficult campaigns
on livestock, showing a presented to the bouse today by Mr.
mortgages
as chairman of the republican state committee. He was
substantial equity in' value over the Kordney.
chairman of the campaign which returned Senator Fall to amount advanced, and all loans must
The text differed materially from
the United States' senate and was one of the most active be accompanied by the following recently published versions of the
of an inspector showing num communication and in reply to juesand most powerful influences in successfully performing Report
bor and quality and his estimate of lions, Mr. Fordney said there was
the useful service to state arid nation, against no less an the value of the security original chat unothor letter from the president
tie mortgage or certified copy show which he did not propose to read.
opposition that the personal effort and intervention of the
The text of the president's letter
ing recorder's certificate; office copy
then president of the United. States. Craig also directed of the chattel mortgage (need not of June 30, follows:
the campaign in 1920 which resulted in the record break be certified); financial statement of
"I understand that your committhe maker of the paper and abstract tee is very soon to decide whether to
for
President Harding and in the of the records. All loans must he
ing republican-majoritinclude a protective duty on crude
election of the entire republican state ticket. Persons who eligible for rediscount with the fed- nil in the tariff bill to be reported to
eral reserve banks and the paper the house, I cannot refrain from
opposed Craig in that campaign naturally do not approve should
be prepared accordingly.
expressing the hope that your comof his appointment to an important federal office. These
On all notes, the last as well as mittee will take note of the
foreign
either criticize the appointment or seek to damn it with all previous indorsements, must waive policy to which we are already comX.(,:,y,:":,..,..,,n.l..,r.
and protest.
mitted, under which the government
faint praise. The fact remains that Craig has won the right demand notice
Loans will be accepted with date is doing every consisten thing to enSENATOR HOLM 0. BURSUM
to recognition from the republican party and this right is of maturity running six months or courage the participation of Ameri;, f
4 fcjShas
will
if
found
less,
and
citizens
of
can,
in the development
satisfactory
supported by a personal and professional record which qua- be extended or renewed
but Will
for periods the oil resources in many foreign Senator Unable to Take Part in
lify him in every way for the position. The state has a right of six months or less, not exceeding lands. This course has been inspired
Attend State Convention. Short Campaign Likely- - Fato expect from him an equally satisfactory record as United a total length of time of 30 months by the growing concern of our counvors Uninstructed Delegations to Convention.
from date of loan, at which time pay try over the supply of crude oil to
States attorney.
ment will be required.
which we may turn for our future
Albuquerque, N. M., July 18. Chairman George R.
""Secundino Romero has been criticized by partisan opfor needs not alone for our domestic
Please submit applications
Craig, of the Republican state committee' announced today
a few days in advance of need commerce, but In meeting the
ponents because he is a two fisted, tireless, fighter who wins loans
a meeting of the executive committee would be called
for the money, giving sufficient time
of our navy and our merchant that
campaigns. Romero has been dubbed a "king" and roasted for our organization to act on appli- marine. '
within the next few days tb fix a date for the meeting of the
as a "boss" but it is significant that these titles are hurled at cations intelligently. Not having the
"To levy a protective tariff on
Republican state convention to nominate a candidate for
him mainly by critics whom he has out generalled in politi- organization to properly inspect and crude petroleum now would be at the United States senate in
the special election of Septeminvestigate loans, and recognizing variance with all that has been done
cal contests. It is not unusual in our government of parties that the situation required that the. to
ber 20th. Chairman Craig said he thought the executive
safeguardour- future interests.
of parties to find the man who Jicks us condemned as a funds be made available prompt!
v'i am not; unminful of the oil in- - committee meeting would be held
Saturday of this week,
t;ie po. icy oi maaihg no cnrei
within our own borders and
tfiistry
"boss," while we eulogize the man who leads, us to victory has been adopted. The rate of dis most
cordially believe in its proper if the date suited the convenience of members, with whom
as a high minded and unselfish leader. Rom'ero is a recog count to be charged for the present consideration.
he is now in communication.
by the executive committee
"Would it not be practical to pro
nized republican leader in San Miguel county Under that is 'fixed
7
at per cent.
At the same time Chairman Craig the election is callled for September
vide for such protection in some bar
Many banks who have never han
leadership republican majorities in that county have grown
gaining provision which may be plac- made public a letter from Senator 20th, that the holding of the coned in the hands of the executive so Bursum, stating in effect that as Re- vention between the 16th and 20th
steadily. This fact does not increase the love of democratic died livestock loans are participating
in this movement to assist the live- that we
may guard against the levy publican national committeeman for would give ample time.
for
does
of
nor
the
it
Romero,
modify
politicians
intensity
stock interests, and not just to re- of duties
"I am strongly In favor of an open
against us or the imposi- New Mexico, he favored a short camtheir opposition to him. Romero has held a number of lievo the banks and loan companies; tion of other
nations of export tar- paign and suggested that the state and free convention. I would feel
the
iffs which are designed to hinder convention date might be set between delighted and highly honored should
official positions in his home county. In these, as in the therefore, it is expected that
banks and loan companies will use the facilitation of trade which is es- the 16th and the 20th of August. the respective
'delegations from all
United States marshal's office, which he filled for several the privileges of the organization
In tills letter Senator Bursum says the counties of the state favor my
sential to our welfare.
months under a former republican administration, his re freely and having been provided a "In the matter of crude oil as in that while he would feel highly hon- nomination, but I am anxious that
method to carry this class of loans. the case of lumber
concerning which ored should the delegatos from the whatever the desires of the Beveral
cord is clean and efficient.
they will continue their efforts to we talked bur position will be the several counties favor his nomina- delegations from the several counties
Efforts, also inspired by partisan opposition, have been support the industry by making new stronger if the tariff levy is omitted tion, he strongly favors an open and of the state may be with reference
faith and
made and no doubt will be renewed' to find fault with Sena loans. We fee if this policy isresults
authority is given the executive free convention and to that end does to the nominee for senator upon the
fully carried out, satisfactory
to impose duty in appropriately stat- not favor instructed delegations. Sen- Republican ticket shall be the free
tor Bursum in connection with these appointments. Such will immediately follow, and to that ed circumstances.
ator Bursum also says that while ha expression of a free and open conof the
efforts will prove futile. Quite aside from the fact that the end we ask the
expects to attend the state convention vention as may represent the undoubt
friends of the livestock industry.
To this
old, and five daughters, Miss Ella he will bo unable to take any part ed will of the electorate.
All correspondence should be adappointees are competent men it would be difficult to show
in the
feel end I do not favor instructed delecampaign,
who
mother
lives
with
her
Johnson,
that Senator Bursum, who is the republican national com- dressed to the Stock Growers' Fi- at the ranch; Mrs. B. Goodwin, liv- ing that, he must remain at his post gations.
,
Room 1054, Con"On account of the very pressing
of duty. Senator IJursum's (letter
N. M. The resimitteeman from this state, could have done otherwise than nance corporation,
at
Quemado,
ing
tinental and Commercial Bank build
nerds vital to the state of New Mexdence of the three other daughters follows:
endorse them, even had he desired to do so, since both Craig ing, Chicago, 111. Yours truly,
ico and the many complex problems
not be learned.
could
M. L. M'CLURB, president.
and Romero had been endorsed by an overwhelming maconfronting the Congress, I feel It
Washington, D. C,
"Uncle
as
was
Jimmie"
he
called,
O
incumbent upon me to remain at my
July 13, 1921.
was one of the oldest gold prospecjority of the republican county organizations of the state MA.VUAS RANCHMAN ENDS
Mr. George R. Craig, Chairman,
post of duty, and, therefore, will be
of
a
For
number
tors
in
west.
the,
LIFE AT HOT SPRINGS
as well as by a similarly overwhelming majority of the mem-bei- s
unable to take any partyIn the
State Committee,
Republican
firm
believer
was
and
he
a
in,
years
N. M.
campaign, I shall, howAlbuquerque,
of the republican state committee.
When one or two
Hot Springs, N. M.t July IS. J. hunted tor what is known as the
Mr. dear Mr, Craig:
ever, be present at the Republican
Adams
e
over-rid"diggings."
men can
the wishes of the majority in party mat- M. Johnson, an old frontiersman and
I have your letter with reference state convention.
Hundereds of other prospectors to the
"With kindest regards and best
ters, party organization and party solidarity suffer, and cattleman, 76 years old, committed
holding of a convention. It
Adams'
suicide
by shooting himself thru have sought out the famous
seems to me that in view of existing wishes believe me, as ever,
when party solidarity suffers in this great nation it usually the headhere
0
carbine Win diggings and with no more success conditions a thirty day campaign
with a
Very truly yours,
than the old man who spent so many
follows that the public welfare suffers. We had a strik- chester riflte.
H. O. BURSUM.
(Signed)
ought to be sufficient; inasmuch as
The shot was fired in camp in a years in the hunt for gold. Jonhson
of
of
illustration
last
the
the
closing years
ing
thisjn
UNITED STATES RECOVERS
draw west of the Vera Hotel. Mr. was a well) known figure among the SHEEP DIPPING IS
cratic national administration, after it had ceased to be a Johnson came here accompanied by mining men of the state. He Is also
$20,000,000 ON INCOME FRAUD
WAY
UNDER
NOW
who
a
re
survived
L.
son,
who
him
from
by
formerly
r.
rebrought
Washington, July 18 Approximat
Flint,
party administration and had become in some important
sided in Magdalena.
his ranch, 65 miles west of Magda-lenely 120,000,000 was added to the gov
STATE
TIIRUOUT
spects a dictatorship.
N. M., where he had resided
ernment's revenues during the fiscal
The Adams diggings are some
where in New Mexico.
year just ended through recoveries
They are
Republican party organization and solidarity in New nearly 10 years.
Mr. Flint, who was sleeping at the thought tobe-ithe western part of
Sheep dipping is getting under way from false and fraudulent Income
Mexico will be benefitted by the appointment of Craig and
side of the covered wagon in which McKinley or San Juan counties, but in various parts of the state, accord taxes, commissioner Blair announced.
Romero and will tend, in turn to enhance the prospects they traveled, was awakened by the no one knows. Since the day in the ing to officials of the bureau of anIndictments have been ' returned
for contined Republican success in the state. Continued shot and found Johnson in the wagon early sixties when Adams staggered imal industry and to John Robertson during the year In every section of
lying on a matress with the top of back into Tucson, Ariz., with the bag secretary of the sheep sanitary board. the country, he said, and many Jail
republican party success in New Mexico is extremely im- his head blown off. ' Death was in- - of gold nuggets which he had found,
W, A. Savage of Tucumcarl, dis- sentences have been imposed, rangof
to
the
this
and
welfare
now
trict
men
of
stantanous.
dozens
other
have
inspector for ithe burleau of ing from 60 days to a year, in addieverystate,
attempted
portant just
The body was removed to J. A. to locate the place of which the pro- animal industry, was in Albuquerqua tion to the fines and penalUe3, which
is
to
cause
for
it
tends
that
congratulation Eullen's
promote
thing
undertaking establishment secutor was able to give only a meag- last Thursday and reported that the were also assessed
i o matter how bitterly partisan critics may protest.
"Fraud upon the revenue by way
where a coroner's inquest was held re description.
Exhausted from the dipping of sheep in that section was
o
by Judge J. W. Green. The verdict hardships of the journey which had just being started. The dipping is of filing false and fraudulent tax reOne thing that endears Bursum to his friends and in- was that deceased came to his death killed the other members of his out- in compliance with the order issued turns appears In many curious ways,"
by a riflte shot fired by the deceased fit, Adams told as much as he was recently by the sheep sanitary board Mr. Blair said, "some taxpayers are
spires the admiration of others is his strict adhearance to for some unknown cause.
able and then died. The diggings that all sheep be dipped before Octo- extremely crude In their methods and
vhat he believes to be right. This was plainly shown in Mr. Johnson a typical westerner have never yet been located.
ber 31.
reduce their taxes by merely omitting '
will
Mr. Savage points out that It
0
large items of income from their re- his vote on the Soldier Bonus bill, and regardless of the was well known In the western coun
H. E. Barber was in Magdalena be necessary for many sheep owners turns. In one Instance a prominent
try, having spent the greater part of
appeal of the president, Bursum voted as his conscience his' life on the plains of Texas and Monday where he met Mrs. Barber's to begin dipping now in order to merchant in one of our larger cities
dictated, in favor of the bonus for soldiers, stating that he New Mexico and was commonly sister, Mrs. Leonard, of El Paso, and have all their sheep dipped before owned and operated two stores.. For
known s "Uncle Jim," as everyone her two daughters and son. They the date named. Mr. Savage while three years straight he omitted
'believed it was a reward that the country owed to its
hereabouts called him.
will spend several weeks at the Bar- in Allbuquerque conferred with F.
from his returns the Income
L. Schneider of the bureau here.
He is survived by his wife, 72 years ber ranch near Reserve.
of one of the Stores.
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THE RESERVE

Half They Have

to Abused Pets

Brother

and Sister

in

Kansas

City, Kan., Give Money and

Time

DOGS,

Ml

in

Humane Work.

CATS

AND

PARROTS

Tenderly Cared For In the
Little Bowered Cottage and Put
Out of Their Misery If Too
Sick to Recover.
Are

Kansas City. Mo. Wouid you be
willing to give more than linlf of your
modest Income to uiuke life less rigorous for suffering or neglected anl-attil- gl
Such Is the sacrlflce being made by
Miss Surah and 11. U. Jucobs of Kansas Ulty, Kan., across the river from
And It Is no mere passing
here.
hobby, Ibey have been doing this for
the last quurter century. The Jacobs

are nationally known for their unselfish work.
Living In a little cottage, surrounded by rose bushes, bird houses, flower
beds and fruit trees, these two have
consecrated their lives to ameliorating
the hardships visited upon man's often
ueglected und abused companions.
U. li. Jacobs provides the Income
by working as a bookkeeper on the
Missouri side, while Miss Sarah looks
after the home and .ts numerous pets.
And there are many dogs Id the
Jacobs home ten dogs, two score
cats, und two parrots. The cure of
these pets, however, represents only a
minor part of the activities of the
two workers. Both are officers In the
Wyandotte County Humane society
and labor Incessantly to benefit animal life through that source. With
all this the Jacobs are not unmindful
of the needs of unfortunate children,
and even adults of their city, as they
are active In the Associated Charities.
Miss Sarah, who was found at home
busy with her charges, said that her
first
Instruction In humane work
was when she was a little girl and
her father taught her that It was just
as easy to step nromid an anthill as
to crush It with her heel.
Chloroform to Diseased.
While thoroughly orthodox In their
theology, the Jacobs believe firmly
liut most of the sin and suffering In
the world has followed man's habit
of
abusing animals
killing and
There is nothing mawkish about
Miss Saruh,
their views, however.
as president of the Humane society,
hunlitis personally chloroformed
dreds of diseased, deformed and homeless animals.
Is expedient," she
"It sometimes
said, "to remove them to inert furWhen it is necesther suffering.
alsary to put mi animal to sleep.
ways inter a word of prayer, taking
full responsibility for the net."
Most of the pets In Hie Jacobs home
have been brought there by persons

have found them suffering In the
streets or were too poor to look after
them.
Many carry a story of buiniiD
Interest, with sometimes a tragedy.
There Is Cinderella, who has been
brutally wounded. The Jacobs decided
to chloroform the animal to relieve Its
intense, suffering.
Finally it struggled
over to the open fireplace and curled
up In the warm ashes. Soon It showed
signs of rallying and they concluded it
should live. It did recover. The Incident reminded them of the fairy story
uf the little girl sitting in the ashes
and who later was able to wear the
glass slipper, and the spotted hound
becume Cinderella.
.Miss Jacobs told of a cat that saved
their lives. A leaky gas Jet had filled
the house with fumes while they slept.
The cat mewed In vain and finally
leaped upon the bed and scratched
Miss Jacobs to a waking position and
a realization of their danger.
Cat's Interesting Career.
Yarrow, a cat with an Interesting
career, was named after Mary Cralge
Yarrow, a noted humane worker of
This cat once was a
Philadelphia.
The boy
companion to a little boy.
died and on the night of his funeral
the animal was carried away and
locked In a freight car bound for Arkansas.
A fortnight later the cat rehome nearly starved.
turned
The
boy's mother took It to the Jacobs
who

home.

Some of the animals of other days,
favorites who had earned
especial
some mark of distinction, are buried In
the flower garden.
There are n
markers, save a stone border nround
the grave of Hermano (Mexlcun for
brother), long in the family. Hermano
had saved Miss Jacobs' life In Texas
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Newest of Wraps

Dog Howled by His Dead

Master's Side 2 Months
fjew York. Almost nightly
for two months a dog has been
howling and whining for his
master, who lay dead In a small
furnished room and no one went
nenr to find out what was the
trouble.
The man who hud died there
and been forgotten was John .1.
Moor.e, pardoned criminal. When
repair men, In going to fix a
leaky pipe, found it necessary
to get Into the room and break
down the door they came upon
Moore lying on the bed wrapped
in blankets. The dog had gone.
The animal howled long the
night before and It may have
been that he had decided at last
no one would come to his master's aid and there was nothing

Tricotine, Twill Cord,
Normandy and Others.

Models

in

Black Satin Reversed With
Harding Blue, Affords a Winsome
Garment

Heavy

e

It is interesting to note the enthusiasm with which women are greeting
the newest wrups. Every week new
models are shown In tricotine, twill
cord, normandy, bolivla and velours.
To cover one's afternoon gown there
Is a delightfully swagger wrap of
heavy black satin reversed with Harding blue sutin nnd heavily fringed at
the bottom knee deep. The nicest part
Is that one may reverse this wrap for
evening occasions to the light side,
e
thus making It a sort of

more to be done.

when a big rattler was about
hef. The dog pounced upon
and received the poisonous
became blind, but lived many
Asked about the cost of

to strike

te

snake

bite.

He

years.
pursuing
their humane work, Miss Jacobs said
it amounted to ,$000 or $700 a year.
She Insisted, however, that this did
not constitute a sacrlflce, that they derived pleasure from It and preferred
to spend their money In this way, even
If It forced them to give up many
comforts.
Girl Must Return His Ring.
Ashury Park, N. J. When a couple
In New Jersey agree to Wak an engagement the man Is entitled to the
ring he gave.
That delicate point was settled by
Judge Lawrence of the Court of Common Pleas, In the case of a Trenton
man who resorted to the law to get
buck the circlet he had given a girl,
who then married another man.

bright

the fringe lends graceful effect, swaying gracefully when the
A big collar
wearer Is In motion.
capes the shoulders and Is tied In
front with long sash ends.
Just the thing for motoring Is a
brand new wrap of plaid wool, fringed
at the bottom and deeply collared and
cuffed In plain material. This model
wraps Itself close about the figure,
thus Insuring warmth and beauty.
Among the slender coat wraps there
Is one In tobacco brown, excellent for
street wear, developed In loose wrap-lik- e
lines, shirred at the waistline,
girdled by a narrow belt and touched
here and there by silk stttchery.
For dressy occasions Is a coat of
gray tricotine, In Tuxedo style, with
facing extending from neck to hem.
For added attraction the revers are
scalloped deeply and the
cuffs also follow this example. A narrow string girdle Is tied about the hips,
giving the low line so fashionable this
season.
'
Black satin and navy tricotine combine effectively In many top coats for
daytime occasions, and In almost every
one there Is a hint of embroidery that
lends a subtle charm nil Its own.
turn-bac-

k
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ROLL BRIM

credit mun hud tried to

suppose

TO

GET

BIG

ORDERS

quired him to do tliut, but I wired
buck, 'My credit references ure cash
In New York bank. What ure your

prices?'

"Some days later I received a telegram saying: 'Price dollar twenty.' or
A '
something like that.
"More valuuble time wus lost In an1
exchange of cablegrams asking what
they meant, per garment or per suit.
In
of
dollurs
Millions
Latvia!
Itlga,
The result wus that I wired an English
Ger-ma- n
to
English,
ready cash are going
firm. My answer from it was complete,
und Dutch firms from the liultie Just what I Bunted. The telegram gave
unbestates becuuse of the almost
the price per suit, weight of shipment,
1
lievable
unfiimillarlty of even the probable date of delivery and everyfirms with foreign
lantest American
The
thing that I wanted to know.
trading conditions, and even geog English tlrm got the order and took
here.
Americans
raphy, say
the cash In the New Y'ork bank.
Dozens of big orders for wlitcn ensn
Opal blue taffeta is featured In this
"When I write American firms for
In
New
banks
In
the
was uctuully
winsome
I
without
prices.
catalogs, get catalogs
York have been lost to America behat which Is meeting with favor
I suppose they think It Is undignified
cause of what American representatto print them. Then I write for price among the carefully dressed women.
ives in Baltic states term absolute lists and get price lists without catalSays Farmers Go Crazy
stupidity.
Crepe de Chine.
Lack
of
tor
Recreation
ogs.
"It Is suld," snld one of these AmerIt Is possible now to have suit,
Print
Complete
Catalogs.
icans in Klgn, who has had to place
blouse and hat of crepe de chine, and
"German or British firms print comOne of the
Washington.
many orders In Germany und In Eng- plete catalogs, giving Just what one the effect for summer and early fall
reasons why you "can't keep
land, when America could have had wants to know. They suve valuuble
Is good. A cape Is a handy garment
'em down on the farm" was exto throw over the crepe de chine suit
them, "that the heads of American
and
mall
weeks
h
seventy-seventof
get
here
the
at
correspondence
plained
firms realize what the subordinates In the orders."
for warmth, If needed.
annunl
convention of
decharge of their foreign trading
Another American In trade In Riga
the American Institute of Homepartments are doing to them.
showed the correspondent a cablegram
opathy.
nn
d
"Most of them, brought up
dress Is having Its
The
from one of the biggest oil companies
More farmers go crazy every
American
efficiency systems In
In reply to his telegram
day. Incrustations, nppllques, flutlngs
America,
year In the United States than
that may work well at home but are which snld: "Quote me price refined are all very good. The latter are simply
any other class of citizenship.
absolutely hopeless abroad, try to do conl oil delivered Itlga." The answer pressed Into shape and allowed to full
Dr. J. M. I.ee of Rochester, N.
business In Europe according to 'form read: "Crude ol! has gone up 20 cents loose.
Y., told the convention. Work,
22' or 'form 24' or whatever form they n barrel."
are
hick
und
of recreation
worry
would upply to similar deals In Am"Now," snld this American dealer,
the causes.
erica.
-"I didn't want to know about crude oil
Professional men clergymen,
I had
not
ago
long
"To Illustrate,
and I haven't time to figure out what
suits
for
40,000
physicians and lawyers are less
cash
order
an urgent
effect a rise In Its price would have on
likely to go crazy, Dr. Leu said.
of underclothing for a Baltic state. I coal oil that was badly wanted by my Slight Alterations Will Enable the
Dr. Lee warned,
However,
firm.
American
Transformation Where There Are
telegraphed to a big
buyer.
don't b. too sure of yourself, for
ObJ"-'.ionabl'What your price 40,000 suits heavy
Features.
"In many of such ridiculous cases I
Is
but
steadily
slowly
Insanity
underwear cash against documents have telegraphed directly to the heads
Increasing.
New York?'
Quite frequently shops offer excelof firms In America explaining the
t
are ex"Two or three days loter. when some
.
situation. But I huven't the time to lent values in dresses that
some feawrite nil of them. So the Germans treme In style or that have
ture about them that blocks their sale.
and English get the orders."
Is to reject such a
Incidentally, perhaps half of the let- One's first Impulse
one
ters sent by American firms to the model, but experience has taught
models of this
thnt
mopper
canny
hear
states
postage
Raltic
only
ove possible after they have been
stamps, causing Indignant prospective type
a reliable tailor
In
down
their
pockets to revised at home or by
buyers to dig
seamstress.
pay postage due in rubles or marks or or
a sleeve
An unbecoming neck-linwhatever the unit happens to be.
that Is the wrong length or does not
Some of them hear fantastic adeven the Introduction of a
dresses, such as "Riga, Russia, via the fit well,
in some way may
Pacific." One letter In reply to request conspicuous- color
results.
to ship for cash n hlg consignment of be altered with gratifying
a
details,
objectionable
said
Eliminating
the
York
to
New
from
Riga
ponds
circular skirt
firm was sorry, "but had no shipping dress with a very full
proved to be rather a drug on the
facilities on the Pacific."
market at one shop, principally because
brilliant green cloth with steel button, had been Inserted at the sides,
a
Bone From Leq Grafted
M that in the swing of the skirt
not too generous display of hosiery
Into Backbone of Boy
would result. The cut of the skirt
was extreme enough to give pause,
With a i,
Mont.
Anaconda.
- f
takbut
Inches
plus the spectacular touch of
bone
six
of
long
piece
green It was voted Impossible by the
en from his left leg and grafted
whom It was offered, until
Into a bone of his back, Eugene j women to
a woman with n vision
came
S
along
returned
years,
McHngh. aged
j
see
black satin substituted
could
that
from St. James' hosnltal. Butte,
for the green, and the severe renaisThe
to his home In Anaconda.
sance neckline could be softened by
hoy suffered Injuries which dethe plain bodice
From continent to continent by ulrplune on a business trip was the purand de- - J opening the frontV of some
complications
veloped
of
field.
flattering
and lisertlng a
pose with which James Otis and two others soared from the Marina flying
munded the operation, which
material changes, which,
lingerie
San Kranclso, and headed out for Venezuela. Five thousand miles lie between
was performed by Dr. E. V.
while very slight, altered the entire
the three Intrepid men and their destination. Otis Is making a trip to his planMaglnn with apparent success.
plrlt of the gown.
tation near Caracas, the Venezuelan capital. William Morris Is the pilot and
Neir that sleeves of contrasting ma
V. West tha mechanician.
British, German and Dutch Firms Are
Getting Millions of Dollar Because
They are Better Informed Than
the American Business Men.

MADE OVER

From" San Francisco to Venezuela
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Comulele lufunniilliiii.
1223 BROADWAY

Mail.

SHOES REPAIRED
la U. S. at Denecr prices.
EASTERN
rrturneil our eipense.
YELLOW
FRONT.
1553
TORY,
where

ok

;

qg

if
)

L

irrr Ave
IULrtI0
EASTMAN

626

kodak

and

Z'-

Unsatisfactory

work

SHOE REPAIR FACSTREET.
CHAMPA

finishing.

Ttjt

D,nr ph0 H.terlalt Company.
KODAK COMPANY,
Sixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado.
t
on Coffee
Pre-W- or

Send

Prlc-ea-

for

eimpU, postSPRAY COFFEE
a SPICI
and Market His., Denier, Colo.

$1.00

THE

paid.
2

CO.,

lit

combination
Compositors,
and floor man, cylinder
folding: machine operator
and stock cutter; open shop, American
Plan; 48 hours. Unions on strike for
44 hours.
The Globe Printing Company, Denver, Colorado.
MAHf'F.I. WAVING We lead in this as
all other linos. Charles Hair & Beauty
Shop, 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
WANTED
machine
preBHman,

AM. OCCASIONS.
tiTOWKIIS FOIl
Park Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
1IEAUTY
Hair Goods by
PAItl.OllS.
mall. Mllllcent Hart Co.. 731 ISth St
IIOIIM-AI.I.R-

JP.WEI.lt Y

N

CO.

Dia-

monds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Bat. 1873.

Organdie always makes up alluringly for summer frocks. On this cos,
turns the embroidery is no set design;
It Is scattered everywhere, and the
petal-edge- d
panels all aid In making

this

frock delightful and

violet-colore- d

Ilndlnnt nrautr Shop. IMS Weltos St.
Combings made Into switches and ear
Special prices on hair (foods.
puffs.
THE NKW YORK PLEATING CO.
for
ton

I1IY

summery.

beat
holes.

entered buttons and but1923 Stout. Denier, Colo.

pleating, benutitrhioc,

YOUR

ItHlirtMn'

Write

for

utaloc.

CROCERIES

Wlileiale

AT

Sipily

WHOLESALE
Co.,

PRICES.

1513 Nineteenth St.

Qovsrnor Asks $500,000 to Aid Pueblo
Sufferers.
Lavender hats worn with dark
Denver. Governor Shoup has Issued
dresses are very smart.
a proclamation In reference to the ArBaroche pearls worn on a silken kansas valley flood sufferers, calling
cord are the latest fancy.
upon the people of the state to comCanton crepe continues, to be the
plete a fund of not less than $500,000
season's most fashionable fabric.
"for the purpose of partially rehabiliChic, allover embroidery Jackets are
worn with plain skirts, giving a two- - tating these suffering fellow citizens
and placiug them on the way to
fabric effect.
hats, with cascades of
lace oft the left and sometimes off both
In his proclamation Governor Shoup
sides, are worn.
cited the facts that In Pueblo 7,000
Felt hats, in white, gray, lavender.
persons are in absolute want, that the
flame and orange are fruit or flower flood
utterly destroyed 659 homes and
trimmed and much worn.
wrecked as many more, and jthat the
Ginghams, chambrays, organdies
and dark dotted Swisses are among unusual nature of the tremendous
duninge to the business und fanning
the favorite cotton fabrics.
Black and navy, with an occasional Interests In the Arkansas valley was
gray gown, make the sum total of most such as to preclude the possibility of
smart daytime gatherings.
collecting any insurance.
White veiling Is having a tremenSimultaneously with the Issuance of
Is
dotted
and
it
dous vogue
usually
Governor
Shoup's proclamation, the
with variously colored chenille.
Civic and
Coat dresses, the front draped over directors of the Denver
made public a
to the side and held with one button, Commercial In Association
regard to the Pueblo flood
ure much worn in navy or black cloth. statement
catastrophe, calling for "further and
Few hems are straight these days,
skirts being scalloped, pointed or their substantial responses by the citizens
line broken by longer punels or fringe. of Denver and Colorado."
Coiffure bands coming down over
the forehead and fastening under the
Many Hurt As Bus Tips Over.
hair at the sides have been seen much
New York. Fifty-twpersons were
lately.
two of them perhups fatally
Lace has Invaded the realm of the Injured
when a sightseeing bus skidded and
purse the outside this time! Afteroverturned near Coney Island.
noon bags, pouch shape, are often fashven
women, numbered among the
ioned of It
Princess frocks, the
kind,
passengers, suffered shock and hysare made with shallow neck lines and teria. The accident occurred when
without sleeves, and are very smart the bus tliuuffeur, John Callahan,
for evening wear.
made n sharp turn to avoid collision
with a touring car.
White Evening Dress.
The vogue of the
evening
Crop Reduction Forecast.
dress seems to have come Into its own
Forecasts of the counWashington.
with the late spring. Many beautiful
farm' crops, made by
all white gowns are to be seen at every try's principal
the Department of Agriculture from
evening function of any Importance
their July 1 condition, indicate there
south
north
shores.
the
and
along
production
Combinations of kitten's-ea- r
crepe and will be no
soft laces, canton crepe and chiffon, In any crop, with the possible excepwhite chantllly nnd net, make the tion of corn. Conditions during June
caused a reduction In the production
effects.
most attractive of the
Black wraps of elaborate design gen- forecasts of every crop as compared
erally are worn with the white dresses. with last month's estimates.
FASHION FRILLS

d

AN

young
Ignorance Is Costing digest this telegram, I received a cable
saying: 'Wire your credit rating and
Them the Trade of the New
references.'
Over
There.
States
his 'form 22' re"Now, I

FAIL

Hit P

model.
And

Stupid Yankees
Lose in Baltic
Unbelievable

ORGANDIE FOR SUMMER WEAR

o

Twenty-se-

semi-fitte- d

record-breakin-

"BARGAIN"

GOWNS

terial are voted smart, one might be
tempted to select a gown which could
be altered by changing the sleeves.
Of course, any changes one's originality might suggest would be helpful
to the woman who to her dismay finds
that the model she selected has been
selected by her nearest neighbor or
her dearest enemy.

Death Wins Race With Salmon Packer
Seattle, Wash. Cnpt. L. A. Peder-scwealthy Alaska salmon packer,
won a race with death recently from
Uninink pass, Alaska, to Seattle, but
death conquered finally when lie died
In a hospital after un operation for
which lie hud hastened here. Captain
Pederson was taken ill in Unlmak
pass. He chartered a whaling vessel
and sent a wireless message to the
Seattle-boun- d
f teamen Victoria to pick
him up1 In mldocean. In Seattle lie
was rushed to the hospital for the op-- ,
eratlon.- -

Lace Cap for Baby.
Pretty lace caps for babies, are easily made by using white lace allover
and drawing In the fullness at the Convict, Kidnaper Is Killed by Posse.
back with ribbon run through a tiny
Hood River, Ore. Luther Fajftn,
hem. The edges of the bonnet are who
shot T. J. Miller here and kidtrimmed with lace ruffles and the long
naped Miller's wife, daughter and a
of
fine
are
Insertion
made
about
strings
boy named Anderson, was
three Inches wide. Some pretty caps
are made from scraps of lace and em- Bhot and killed by a posseman, after
broidery of all kinds and shapes, some- he had been surrounded In a' thicket. .
times with three or four different kinds His prisoners were not Injured. Fa- in one cap, edged with narrow ruffles gnu recently wus given a pardon from
of luce and finished with a pompon the state penitentiary, where he was
of lace or ribbon.
serving a sentence for attacking Miss
Louise Wntkins, Miller's stepduughter.
Pretty Gifts.
A quickly made gift Is a branch oi
Finds Cause For Hot Summer.
foliage painted In the new style with
Vallejo , Cullf. The extraordinarly
colored silver or gilt paint. Pussy warm weather of the summer is
willows or catkins left over from foran unusual downpour of
mer years are charming silvered. And caused by
Its
while one is wielding the paint brush meteors on the sun, Increasing
.
In these new artistic effects one can radiation, nnd effective surface temp-erature, in the belief of Prof. T. J. J.
Into sometransform old
See, government astronomer at the
thing smart and new. A book end, for Mare
Island navy yard. Professor See .
example, that has become tarnished
In a statement
If painted voiced this belief
will be extremely
was based on
first with crimson and then touched up sued here. He said It
extensive research work of recent
with a purple n the soft, smoky
rears.
bric-a-br-
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(From Magdalena News)
J. E, Torres and son, Valentine,
comity clerk, passed through town
Tuesday enroute to Quemado tor a
few day3 stay.

Human Hair

Mrs. F. L. Webb and daughter, of
Quenlado, were in town Tuesday, on
their way to Texas points for a visit
'
with relatives.

x

Miss Ruth Bursum was up for an
over Sunday visit with hor rffends
over Sunday visit with her friends
in Magdalena, and was an interested
air ball game during the afternoon

IMPORTED

X

x
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BONNIE; "B"

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

HAIR NET

Mr. and Mrs.
Quemado were in
ing on their way
visit with Mrs.
Socorro.

IN ALL SH ADES
Guaranteed the Best

t

......

'THE UNIVERSAL1 CTCft

HI

D

Matias B. Baca, of
town Saturday even
for an over Sunday
Baca's parents at

Di

of El Paso, is at
the Prst National
Band, during the absence of J. R
Foss, cashier, wlrb is taking ashort
rest and vacation. Mr. Gardner was
with the First National one before
and has many friends here who were
glad to see him again.
C. B.

Gardner,

the window

!
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

rices

of

n?
These Prices
F.

O.

B.

Detroit.
(Doc) Wiysend wife, old
residents of Magdalena, were down
from Albunucrciue over Sunday visit
ing friend's and looking after business
M. D. is now in the con
matters.
trading business at the Duke City
and looks prosperous.
M. D.

X
X
X

Touring, Standard
and Demountable Rims
Touring,
Runabout, Standard
Self-Start- er

Runabout, SelfiiStarter and Demountable Rims
and Demountable Rims
Se.'dan,

L. V. Slonaker, who has been with

Baldwin Brothers
Incorporated

If you are ailing
You want Pure Drugs

Self-Start- er

the forest service in ,charge of the
telephone service, and who was re
cently transferred from the Albuquer
que office to the Datil Forest service,
with hoadquarters at Magdalena, has
resigned his position and will leave
He
In a few days for Washington.
is leaving to accept an exceptionally
good offer with an electrical firm of
that city. Mr. Slonaker started as
a lire guard with the forest service in
Florida in 1911. He spent two years
in France during the war as telephone engineer for a large unit of
Mrs. Slonaker
the 20th engineers.
has been in Washington for several
months.

$415.00

Coupe,

Self-Start- er

and Demountable Rims

Trucii, Pneumatic Equipment

510.00
370.00
465.00
760.00
690.00
495.00

Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.
Incorporated

Magdalena, New Mexico

0

And that is what you will always find at this Drug

Minn; or foiik.ii.osi

hi--

;

sai.k

Nnllfp Ts
(liven that, where
as, in thn District 'court of the Kevonth
Judicial District of the Ktate of New
Mexico within and for the Couoty of
Socorro, in an uetioir pending in sum
you need is carried in stock.
court, wherein The American National
was
Bank, of Silver Citv, New Mexico,Minnie
and Claud .Shelton,
plaintiff,
MerIi. Vhelton and
cantile Company, a corporation, were
defendants, for the foreclosure of a
chattel mortgage dated the 11th day
of July, A. 1)., 11117, executed hy said
Claud Shelton and Minnie
defendants,
11.
Shelton, granting, bargaining and
We also have a full line of patent medicines,, Toilet 3 selling
the personal property hereinafter described to secure the pa.yment
of a certain promissory note for
Dollars
One Thousand Five
Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found
and interest the said court
($1500.00)
did ,on the 14th day of July, A. D.,
render its final judgmont and
l,
in an up to date Pharmacy.
decree of foreclosure and sale, which
was thereafter (luly entered of record
In said court wherein it was adjudged
and decreed that thre was then due
and owing from tho defendants, Claud
Shelton and Minnie B. Hhelton, to the
plaintiff, as principal and Interest on
said promissory note, the sum of One
Thousand Two Hundred Seventy-sicents (S127G.-4Dollars and Fqrty-fivand the sum of One Hundred
Dollar and Fourteen Cents
i$1t;.r,.l4) as attorney's fees; and that
said paintiff have and recovered of
(spmimMmmmiimjmmtiJitammnimssta
and from the defendants, Claud Shelton and Minnie B. Shelton, the sum of
One Thousand" Two Hundred Seventy-siDollars
Forty-fiv- e
and
Cents
$12T6.4r), with Interest thereon from
the date of said judgment until paid,
ABB ALEXANDER,
A. KIEHNE, President.
at the rate of ten per cent (10 per
cent) per annum, and One Hundred
Sixty-FivDollars and Fourteen Cents
J. R. GAUNT, Cashier
with Interest thereon from
($105.14),
the date of said judgment until paid,
at the rate of six per cent (6 per cent)
per annum, and that the plaintilf have
and recover of and from said defendants, Claud Shelton. and Minnie B.
Shelton, its costs tncurred or to be
thereafter Incurred in said suit; that
all of the mortgaged property in said
decree and hereinaftr described, which
property Is situate in said County of
Socorro to be sold at public auction
as an entirey by the undersigned,
who
was in and by said decree appointed
commissioner to direct and conduct
said sale, and that tile proceeds of said
sale be applied to the payment of the
various amounts adjudged and awarded to the plaintiff, and to the costs of
said suit and of the sale, the balance,
if any there be, to be paid by the undersigned commissioner Into court and
to be held subject to the court's further directions as provided in said
decree.
Now, Therefore, notice Is hereby
given that I, the undersigned,. C. A.
as aforesaid,
Botsford, Commissioner,
will, on Wednesday, the 31st dav of
August, A. D., 1921, at ten (10) o'clock
In the forenoon, at the front door of
the Postoffice, at Mogollon, Catron
County, New Mexico, sell at public
auction; as an entirety, to the highest
bidder for cash (if the plaintiff,. The
American
National Bank, of Silver
City, N.e.w Mexico, be the purchaser at
said sale, the price bid for said proeither In cash.
perty may be
or said plaintiffpayable
shall have the
to apply its said adjudged claim right
upon
its bid In any sum up to the amount
of said claim and pay the costs herein,
countj
new
the
of
residents
of
business
solicits
the
Respectfully
and in any such case plaintiff shall
not be required to pay cash, provifled,
Every courtesy and accommodation extended our customers conhowever, that. It must pay sufficient
cash to satisfy the costs of this suit
sistent with safe, conservative banking methods.
and costs and expenses of the sale) the
following personal property, situate
in said County of Catron,
(formerly
Socorro) and State, of' New Mexico,
described In said chattel mortgage and
decree as follows,
All those
THE RESERVE
SUIT CASE LOST
certain neat range cattle branded VA
on left ribs, also all those certain neat
Between Reserve and Joe Porter
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
range cattle branded V on left shoulresidence last Saturday night. Ro
der and T on left thigh, together with
A. Klehne, Pres.
the increase thereof, and which said
ward for return to Dowell Ward,
W. J.' Jones,
cattle are ranging on the Gila NatNew
Mexico.
ional Foresi, about
Reserve,
(8) miles
C. W. Harper, Secysouth of Pleasanton, eight
in said County
FRENCH
-- o
of Catron and State of New Mexico.
Dated at Mogollon. New Mexico,
Parlors
LOST Box containing books, beUndertaking
C. A. BOTSFORD,
EMBALMING
8 in 21
Commissioner.
tween Magdalena and Quemado
1921.
18th,
July
C. C. KILXJNGER
Finder please send to P. B. Bryan,
6
Funeril TMreclor
Manager
N. M.
Subscribe For The Advocate.
Magdalena N. M Datil,
Teephone 120

Store.

Our drugs are pure, fresh, and everything
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GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE
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.Sixty-Fiv-

e
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Vice-Pre-
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RESERVE STATE BANK

It

is

that the people

self-evide- nt

of Catron county, the new subdivision of the state of New
Mexico, will want to know what
is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official
news in English, and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We

want every one interested in the
new county to

Subscribe Now
FOR THE

Reserve Advocate
With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
give you a paper you will enjoy
We want a solicitor who will
canvass the entire county and
it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the

Capital and Surplus

$35,000.00

!

t:

Vi-Pre-

ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico
in
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THE RESERVE
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AN EPITOME OF

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT

CONDENSED

HOME

AND

ABROAD

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

SAYINGS,

ACHIEVE

MINTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARSOF MANKIND.
(Western

Nmpiptt I'aloo

News

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Btrrto.)

WESTERN
Mrs. Hanoa Vedder, 35, was choked
to death at breakfast In Wellsvllle,
Mo., when a piece of ham clogged her
throat. She rushed into the yard and
died before physicians could arrive.
Mrs. Myrl (Jesse) James and
tie Gordon, Harrison Fisher's model,
charged with the murder of John
Devereux, aged Jurist, were found not
guilty by a Jury In the District. Court

at Tulsa, Okla.
One fireman was injured, probably
fatally, and three others were less seriously hurt In a fire which destroyed
more than a block in a densely settled
flat and apartment house section in
San Francisco.
Ignace Jun Paderewskl, pianist and
former premier of Poland, led a
force in beating out a brush
and grass fire which started near his
estate at I'aso Itobles, Calif. The fire
acres before it
burned over twenty-siwas checked.

Brazil has chosen Elihu Root, noted
American jurist, as one of Its candidates for election as Judge of the permanent court of International Justice.
A column of Turkish Nationalists
attacked the Greeks west of Brussa,
Asia Minor, and the Greeks were
forced to retreat after suffering losses,
says a dispatch from Angler.
Fire which broke out in the Blolim
& Voss
shipyards at Hamburg caused
damage amounting to many millions of
marks. The timber sheds, with great
quantities of building material, were
destroyed.
The foreign ministry offlcally notified the American embassy at Rome
thut President Hsrdlng'B plan for a
conference for the limitation of armaments meets with the full approval of
the Italian government.
An appeal to the United States by
the Far Eastern Republic to compel
Japan to withdraw her troops from
Siberia "at the earliest possible date"
is contained In a note handed to the
American minister in Peking. Similar
notes were addressed to Great Britain
and China.
Cuba's pineapple crop for this year
Is estimated at 900,000 crates, valued
at $4,500,000, by port officials, who
base their figures on recorded shipments from Havana. More than 500,-000 crates have been exported over the
ferry ships running between Cuba and
Florida, while about 100,000 crates
have been shipped to New York.
Lieut. Gen. Karl Stenger, charged
by the French government with having ordered troops under his command
to tuke no prisoners and kill wounded
men during the fighting of August,
1914, has been acquitted by the German Supreme Court at Lelpsic,
engaged in the trial of cases against alMaJ.
Bruno
leged war criminals.
Cruslus, tried on a similar charge,
was given a sentence of two years in
prison and forbidden to wear the German uniform,

Southwest

JAPAN CAUSES

News

BRIGHTENS HOME

New Mexico
and Arizona
.Newspaper

Union

News Service.

rOKIO NOT WILLING TO DISCUSS
FAR EAST QUESTIONS AT PROPOSED CONFERENCE.

Children's Laughter a Pleasing Sound

)

Stepping from in front of one train
directly onto a Santa Fe track In front
of westbound Santa Fe pussenger truln
No. 9, J. C. Woodward, station agent
at Hebron, N. Mex, wus Instantly

SETBACK DISARMAMENT

"I

killed.

Thrown Into the Eastern canal,
probably by the kick of a horse, Mrs.
W. K. Wreuck, wife of a southslde
rancher, was drowned near Phoenix.
The body. was recovered after a search
of nearly three hours.
One of the largest shipments of cattle to be made from the yards ut
N. Mex., was shipped by Field,
Payne & Medley, when they loaded
over 1,000 head of
The
price was $20 per liend.
Many properties are getting ready to
work In the Tombstone district thut
have not been producing In the past.
Ihe chance of the Huachuca Water
Company being able to furnish water
will

start

many

of

them soon.

The first annual session of the
Montezuma Baptist Assembly will open
ut the Montezuma College at Las
Vegas, N. Mex., July 20, and will close
July 27, and preparations are now being made to care for a lurge crowd.
The Chamber of Commerce is making nn effort to improve the city by
putting new signs on all the streets,
and every street in Gallup, N. Mex., is
now marked. Many other Improvements will be made during the sum.

mer.

DARLING BABY

HITCH IN PLANS

From All Over

(Western

NEW MEXICO

NIPPONESE FEAR
DISSENSION
WILL FOLLOW IF PACIFIC
PROBLEM

(Western

Newspaper

IS TAKEN UP.

Union

News

Serrtce.

Washington, July 15. Jupan Is)
ready to enter the disarmament conference, but withholds assent to on un
restricted discussion of Far Eastern
questions as a part of It.
The viewpoint of the American government is that a solution of the Far
Eastern question is a necessary
to any disarmament program. Thus develops the first hitch
if a hitch It turns out to be In President Harding's plan to remove the
causes for heavy armaments und then
reduce the armuments themselves.
American officials, however, are op
timistic that a way will be found for
a satisfactory conference to which
Japan will be a party and for a pro
grain of armament reduction acceptu
ble to all.
The Japanese reply to the prelim
inary question of whether she would
receive an invitation to such a conference came to the State Department
through the American embassy ftt
Its text was not made public
and department officials declined to
reveal Its contents except to say that
it expressed approval of the disarma
ment discussion but did not agree to
a consideration of Pacific problems.
During the day, however, it became
known that the attitude of the Japan
ese government was known to the gov
ernment here. This attitude is that
the disarmament question is a vast
one In Itself, and that if other questions are Introduced into the field of
discussion the conference may be so
broadened as to endanger its success.
Japanese officials are said to feel
this to be particularly true' if the questions so Introduced are to affect the
delicate balance of diplomatic relations in the Orient.
There is manifest In Tokio a belief
that such a debute might open up a
Pandora's box of troublesome diplomatic intricacies, which would set for
Mr, Harding's conference a task of readjustment even greater than that at
tempted by the peace conference at
Versailles.
The alternative, in the belief of Jap
anese statesmen, would be to agree
beforehand on exactly what questions
will form the subject mptter of the
discussions.
To this is opposed the opinion of
American officials thut if the nations
first agreed to come Into the conferlimitations appeared
ence, "whatever
advisable could be fixed by general
assent afterward.
To-kl-

Alexander Howat, president of DisCurry and Roosevelt counties, New
Mexico, are milking plans to hold a
trict 14, United Mine Workers, and
Joint teachers' Institute some time In
August Derchy, vice president, were
the fall. If the present plans are carsentenced to six months in Jail and GENERAL
fined $500 each by District Judge Boss
John Collins Is under arrest in Chi ried out, the Institute will tuke pluce
of Columbus, Kan., for violating the cago because he is alleged to have at Portules from August 29 to Septem
Kansas Industrial Court law by calling stood by while Annie Holdt, 10 'years ber 2.
a local strike over a wage controversy. old, drowned in shallow water withFire which started In the Muzutu
With the arrest of Frank Brown out offering assistance.
runge in the Ton to National Forest,
and Charles Altendoff, El Paso, Texas,
The celluloid collar has been ban- northwest of Roosevelt, Ariz., broke
secret service agents believe they ished from the Chicago police force in away from the thirty-fivfire fighters
have the men who left a trail of raised an edict by Chief Fltzmorrls that de- and, driven by a high wind, cut deeply
federal reserve bank notes across clared the Chicago police must be the into the forest on two sides before It
Texas from Houston to El Paso. ' The best dressed In the world. A
was extinguished.
man does not wear a celluloid
men were arrested In a clothing store
The C. & A. Mining Company, opon complaint of the proprietor.
collar, the chief said.
erating near Lordshurg, N. Mex., will
Cancer is neither hereditary, infec sink the shaft another 350 feet at once.
Investigation has been started by
prohibition authorities of reports from tious, contagious nor communicable, ac This will make the main shaft 1,350
Lettennan General Hospital at the cording to Dr. Frederick Bryant of feet below the entrance of the tunnel.
Presidio, at Frisco, that a number of Worcester, Mass. He declared there is About thirty men will be added to the
bottles sent them from the government no need for Isolation of cancer pa- force during the coming week.
prohibition seizure rooms at the fed tients. He attributed the disease to
Marching four abrend, 2."0 Mexicans
eral building and believed to hold some form of chronic stimulative irriparaded down Washington street to
whisky were found to contain tea when tation which could be prevented.
the capital building at Phoenix recently
they were opened.
Proclaiming a strike against the In nn effort to Induce Governor CampA motor, car collision near Topekn
Ice
of
cream
more
sodas,
high price
bell to Intercede In their behalf with
Kan., in which two motor cars, six than 1,000 Bronx boys and girls pa the Mexican government toward oba
cases of dynamite nnd
large quan raded in New York with the hope of taining food and to assist them In retity of nitroglycerine figured, brought bringing their fuvorite drink down to turning to Mexico,
death to M. A. Ross, an oil well shoot the
nickel
price.
They
A free hotel for
who are
er, and his wife and the injury of four marched to the office of Borough
out of work and strangers in the city
other persons. The explosives played President Bruckner, who operates
soon will be established In Douglas,
only a minor part, however, for, al large soda water plant.
Ariz., by the American Legion.
The
though it was scattered along the high
New York police have requested the
will lie equipped with cots,
way for a considerable distance, it arrest on a charge of forgery of Mrs. building
failed to explode. The victims were Emma Burkett of Hillsdale, IndM who dishes nnd cooking utensils, so that
for a few cents the hungry strangers
killed and injured by the crash of the
presented a claim to the estate of the can prepare - meal.
machines.
lute Theodore Roosevelt for $09,000 on
While attempting to puss another car
a note which, she declared, the former
WASHINGTON
Smoking Cars for Women.
on the narrow cuflon road along the
President Harding has nominated President endorsed. Mrs. Burkett has Cimarron
Montreal.
N.
Smoking' compartments
of
north
river,
Mex.,
Roy,
on
admitted that she has no claim
the
Charles Fowler to be collector s
women' are to be provided on the
'
The complaint against Mrs, the automobile driven by J. VV. Rob- for
toms for District No. 26, with head estate.
ertson Jumped over an embankment Canadian Pacific ruilioiul trains. In
quarters at Nogales, Ariz., and Miss Burkett was made by George E. Roose- and rolled down the hill Into the
river, making the announcement, a company
Nomecla Ascarate to be registrar of velt, nn executor.
turning over three times before it statement said the equality of the
the land office at Las Cruces, N. M.
relhum A. Marrows, national com landed in the water.
sexes should be recognized in
Samuel Gompers, president of the mander of the Sons of Veterans, of
More
65 per cent, of the 1,40
than
American Federation of Labor, and Lincoln, Neb., forwarded a letter to
of organized President Harding asking that lie or men stationed tit Camp Hurry J. Jones,
other representatives
Hawaiian Air Commandant Killed.
before
Chairman der a monument, reported to be in near Douglas, Ariz., have expressed a
workers,
appeared
to leave the service before the
Honolulu.
Sheldon H.
Major
Johnson of the House Immigration Troy, Alu., which contains an Inscrip- desire
of their enlistment period,
Wheeler, commandant of Duke field,
committee to protest against a pending tion honoring Wilkes Booth for the expiration
the army air base here, and Sergeant
resolution giving the President author murder of Abraham Lincoln, destroyed. following receipt of orders from heudgranting camp officers the Thomas A. Kelly were killed when
ity to admit Chinese labor Into Hawaii Mr. Burrows stated thnt this was In quurters of
privilege
discharging men who are their airplane crashed a moment aftemporarily to relieve the shortage of accordance with resolutions passed by dissatisfied.
ter taking off for a practice flight.
u number of veterans' posts.
agricultural labor.
A resolution
the
Joint
by
adopted
A system of model airways, covering
FlanGeorge Johnson, 40, and Jerry
To Investigate Postal Rates.
the entire continent, is planned by the nugun, 2ii, coal miners at Riverton, meeting ut Flngstiff, Ariz., of the Ariuse
all
the
of
Washington. The House postofflce
seven miles northwest of Springfield, zona Cattle Growers' Association
army air service for
committee voted to Investigate for Itoperators or owners of aircraft. It III., were killed when they fell 200 urged consumers of meat in Arizona
feet down the shaft of the mine when to demand u reduction of 00 per cent. self the whole question of second class
contemplates various chains of
landing fields, supplemented the scaffolding on which they were in the retail price of meat to corre postal rotes. A subcommittee for the
spond with what the resolution de
by frequrtit emergency fields and iden- working gnve way.
purpose was named, consisting of Repclared hull been the decline In the resentatives Ramseyer, Iowa ; Hardy,
tification markers connecting the prinHarry Woodurd, a good swimmer, price paid for livestock in the lust
Colorado; Kelly, Pennsylvania, Recipal cities.
drowned, while Roy Rhodda, minus his
Grove L. Johnson, nominated by two cork legs, which became loosened year.
publicans; nnd Bell, Georgia; Parish,
Crop conditions In Arizona on July Texas, Democrats. .
President Harding to be receiver of when a boat occupied by five men over1 were
generally better than on June 1
public moneys at Sacramento, Is the turned in Ely lake, near Gilbert,
Basis.
father of United States Senator ,Hiram Minn., swam 300 yards to shore. The of this year, despite the fact that crop
Navy Yards on
Johnson of California. He represented others in the boat also reached shore conditions over the United States were
Washington. All navy yards and
1
on
than on June 1, ac- shore stations will be put on a
July
a California district In the House of safely. Rhodda told friends that two poorer
Representatives for one term, and for of his companions utilized the floating cording to a report Issued by L. M. week basis of operation temporarily.
many years was a member of the low cork legs to aid them to reach the Harrison, agricultural statistician, in Assistant
Secretary Roosevelt ancharge of the local office of the United nounced In nn effort to prevent so
er House of the California Legislature. shore.
States bureau of markets and crop es- drastic a reduction of
Mr. Johnson's home is Sacramento,
personnel as
W. H. Bailey is believed to have set
timates at Phoenix.
Cdllf.
otherwise would be necessary under
a world's record at Louisville,, Ky.,
At a conference of the border offitfte reduced appropriations pow
Through an agreement reached be whnn he leaped 300 feet into the Ohio
tween Solicitor Lloyd of the Treasury river from an airplane. The feat may cials of the Salvation Army in Kl Paso
Department and representatives of the cost him his life. Bailey shot through during the past week, It was decided
to establish three new corps In the
. six breweries raided at New Orleans the air in a beautiful dive until about
Airplane Restores Speech.
because they were making real beer, thirty feet from the water. He turned state of New Mexico, these being at
Indian Head, Sask. An airplane
Santa Fe, Las Vegas and Las Cruces.
It was decided that the breweries must slowly and struck on his back. Deflight proved the means of restoring
Most of the counties in the state have the
pay a fine of a little more than $100,- spite the Internal injuries, he was
power of speech to Wilfrid
in
their
raised
the
drive
for
quota
000 to the government. The govern swimming when a boat reached him.
a young farmer, who had been
Is
It
and
thought thnt there will unable to talk since he had been
ment does not promise them immunity Before leaping he asked that a photo- funds,
soon
be
plenty of money to finance the kicked on the head by a horse a year
from prosecution on the charges of graph be given to his mother "if I
new corps.
don't make It."
ago. At a picnic Verner took a ride.
paving violated the Volstead law.
Elldn, N. Mex., has one of the finest
Five prisoners escaped from the
BurningAirplane"KHIs Four.
Investigation of the operation of the
Federal Reserve Board, the Chamber Essex county Jail at Newark, N, J., hut city parks of any town of Its size In
Oakland, Calif.-r-A- n
airplane from
The
state.
in
the
block
the
center of the Jacuzzi Brothers
of Commerce of the United States and one of them was captured by the poairplane factory
has
town
the
as
been
a
fitted
park, In Berkeley fell at Modesto, killing
"the great trusts, such ns steel, coal, lice before he had been free nn hour.
credit and money trusts," was asked of The men, who were nil Imprisoned for and ninny large trees have been plant- the pilot and three passengers. The
a Joint congressional commission by minor offenses, secured their liberty by ed during the spring and summer, airplane was piloted by Bud Coffey,
which will soon make It the beauty a
C. S. Barrett, chairman of the National prying a hole In the metal celling with
commercial .pilot, and the passenspot of the town.
hoard of Farmer Organizations and a silver spoon.
gers were flioeondo Jacuzzi, builder
women
The
of
are
Tombstone, Ariz.,
of the machine, and John Kauke and
president of the National Farmers'
When blind pedestrians cross a
A. MucLeish, employes of the Jacuzzi
Union.
street In New Orleans hereafter, they going to have a children's day on La5.
All kinds of works. The machine caught fire in
bor
Seiitomlier
Twenty thousand army enlisted men will blow a police whistle to let traf- racesDay,
will be held, and all
for
r
'
and In falling struck a high
applied for discharges in the first ten fic and the traffic policeman know the childrenprizes
of Cochise county nre inThe suggestion,
voltage electric wire. The occupants
days of July, and 13,000 have been re- they are coming.
vited to come and bring their parents. of the machine were burned almost
leased from service, Secretary Weeks made to Superintendent of Police
It will be strictly a children's day.
beyond recognition.
announced.
has been adopted.
e

d
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am writAltoona, Pa.
ing to tell yoo what Lydia E.
Pinkham'i Vegetable Com- done for me. We
Sound has
children die almost at
birth. From one honr to nineteen days is all they have
lived. Before my next one
was born I took a dozen bot-

of-cu-

Five-Da-

five-da-

-

y

Ver-ne- r,

mid-nl-

.J

-
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;
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tles of your Vegetable Compound, and I can say that it is
I the Greatest medicine on
earth, for this baby it now
four months old, and a
healthier baby you would not
want I am sending you a
picture of her. Everybody
says 'That is a very healthy"
looking baby.' You have my
consent to show these few
lines to anybody."
Mra.
C. W. Benz, 131 Srd Avenue,
Altoona, Pa.

Mrs. Janssen'a experience of interest to childless wives.

Wis."

I want to give you a word of praise for your wonderful
Millston,
medicine. We are fond of children, and for a considerable time after we
were married I feared I would not have any. I began taking Lydia E. Pink-barn- 's
Vegetable Compound, and it strengthened me no I now have a nice,
strong, healthy baby girl. I suffered very little at childbirth, and I give all
the credit to your medicine, and shall always recommend it highly. -- Mrs.
H. H. Janssen, Millston, Wis.

Mrs. Held of Marinette, Wis., adds her testimonial for Lydia VS.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. She says:
Marinette, Wis." I was in a nervous condition and very irregular. My

doctor advised an operation. My husband brought me one of your booklets
and asked me to try Lydia E. Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound.
It overcame
my weakness so that I now have a healthy baby girl after having been married nine yeara. I am glad to recommend your medicine, and you may use my
letter ai a testimonial. "Mrs. H. B. Held, 830 Jefferson St, Marinette, Wis.
There are many, many such homes that were once childless,, and are now
blessed with healthy, happy children because Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has restored the mother to a strong and healthy condition, as it
acts as a natural restorative for ailments as indicated by backache, irregularities, displacements, weakness and nervousness.
Women everywhere should remember that most of the commoner ailments
of women are not the surgical ones they are not caused by serious displacements or growths, although the symptoms may be the same, and that is why
so many apparently serious ailments readily yield to Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, as it acts as a natural restorative. It can be taken
with perfect safety and often prevents serious troubles.
Therefore if you know of any woman who is suffering and has been unable
to secure relief and is regretfully looking forward to a childless old age, ask
her to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as it has brought health
and happiness into so many homes once darkened by illness and despair.

k
upon "Ailments'
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
Peculiar to Women " will be sent to you free upon request. Write
to The Lydia . Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.
Text-Boo-

Blood Is the Sap of Life;
Keep It Pure
You grow by good blood as a tree gets run down and weak easy prey
grows by sap. Rich blood, robust for disease. To be safe, keep the
man. Good sap, sturdy tree. Keep circulation wholesome.
the blood healthy and wholesome;
For this S.S.S., the famous vege
table blood remedy your
poor, impoverished blood
cannot nourish the body
druggist keeps, is excellor remove the waste as
ent.
Start enriching
nature intended.
your blood with S.S.S. toWhen your blood Is
day, and write about your
condition to Chief Mediimpure, itching, flaming
often
skin
cal Advisor, 838 Swift
eruptions
break out, and your body
Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.

s.ss.

"Life as I See It."
Encouragement
I suppose we are prone to claim that
"If I should attempt to kiss you
the world hasn't given us justice. In what would you do?"
some directions I haven't had It. In
"I never meet an emergency until it
some others I don't want It. Louis rises."
ville Courier-Journa- l.
"But if It should arise?"
"I'd meet it face to face." Boston
Transcript.

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never

Suspect It
Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.

Beware! Unless you see the name
'Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-onears and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told in the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Uaady tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of AsDruggists also
pirin cost few cents.
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester of Salicylicncld.
e

Jud Tunkins.
Jud Tunkins says the real test of a
man's character is not so much In the
amount of reading he can do as the
kind of reading he loses interst in.

Judging from reports from druggists
who are constantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that
has been very successful
in overcoming
these conditions. The mild and
healing
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
ia
soon realized. It stands the
highest for
its remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for oni nf ),
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Root is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large. However, if you wish
first to test this great preparation send
ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham-ton- ,
N. Y, for a sample bottle. When
writing be sure and mention this paper.

Heard at the Agency.
"Do you know of any cook who will
It Isn't much consolation to the
homely woman to know thut flvery remain in the country?
"Several. They are burled there."
mirror has a silver lining.
.

,
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Rudyard Kipling In a striking line
talked of "the law of the jungle."
The writers of fables have not
pulled the long bow In attributing to
the beasts the sense of Justice, even
If they were making fun of society
In doing so. So the Hot) stands for
the maker of rules, aud the monkey
for him who evades them.
So law Is not pecullur to the children of Adam.
The animals know political economy. ."Go to the ant thou sluggurd,"
,
said King Solomon.
This little creature shows what can
be done through the organized efforts
of thousands qf insects, whose operations could be stopped In a moment
by the foot of a passing giant In the
shape of a mischievous boy.
So business organization is not exclusively human.
It fa Impossible to look at the combs
of a beehive without realizing that
the creatures who made It know geom
etry and architecture.
The cells are so constructed as to
give the maximum of strength with
tneminimum of expenditure in the
way of material.
So the Brooklyn bridge, or the dome
of St. Peter's, Is not a proof of human
superiority.

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

and petted htm had been sent to the
hospital. The animal would not take
food from a stranger.
So fidelity and gratitude are not confined to the lords of creation.
But there Is no reason to believe
that the beasts of the Jungle that
have their hunting laws, or the ants
that lay np their store for winter, or
the bees that know practical geometry, or the eagle that mourns his dead
wife forever, or the hen 'that protects
her chickens, or the bear that Is fearless of rifles, or the raccoon that Is
faithful to his master, ever asked any
questions about the why and wherefore of things.
On the other hand, from the dawn
of history, we find man worrying over
the riddle of the universe. This too
In spite of the fact that, even in the
beginning of things he felt that he
would never be able to solve (t.
So he Invented language to convey
his questions to his neighbors and
alphabets to write thera down for his
children. He Invented mathematics In
order to compute the motions of the
stars.
By all his questioning he has succeeded In pushing back the curtain
that hangs around his universe. Yet
he knows perfectly well that In spite
of all that his
Darwlns,
and Curies may do, what Herbert Spencer called "the unknowable"
will always elude li tin.
But as long as he follows the gleam
he will be man, as God made him.
New-fort-

Eln-stel-

If both had geed when It was haw,
While that ain't Just exactly law,
It would of worked out purty good,
If once the thing was understood
And they done what you thought they
would. .

Is all.
The other girl Isn't satisfied with
such a future. She takes Spanish and
,
Trench, and studies English, both com-merctal and cultivated. She studies
the requirements of a big position,
and works for It. She puts in an extra
year of work before accepting a position and once at work she continues
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tinlite Stomachs

and Bqwtb

Special Care of Baby.
That Baby should have a bed

TheretyIromoun4DlMH
ttecrfulnessMaKesi.w-.'"-ncittc-

Oplam,Morphlne

Mineral.

r
nor

Not in ahu"

v

-

try,
'tother one,
'
Observln' what July had done,
Would start to hawln' on the nn.
Old January,

So gee and haw and haw and gee.
But never slmultan'ously,
They went through life, and kicked

more dirt

AhelpfulRemeijy

And done less work and done more

Constipation ana

hurt
Than two hyenles, I assert

LossokSlbep

And I've seen folks Just like them
mules,
Who wed, but never read the rules.
Who didn't know you had to wear
The marriage collar fair and square
And pull together everywhere.

of its own all are agreed. Tet it
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater core than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive orgaas of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up- s.
MOTHERS

SHOULD

THE

DEAD

BOOKLET

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

It's u touching furewell when u man
gives you the tips of his fingers Instead of a vigorous handshake.
Cuticura Comforts Baby's Skin
When red, rough and itching with hot
baths of Cuticura Soup and touches of
Cuticura Ointment. Also make use
now and then of that exquisitely scented dusting powder, Cuticura Talcum,
one of the Indispensable Cuticura
EYES

REALLY

NORMAL

Just as One Is Right or
So It Is With the Organs
of Viaion.
Very few people realize that they
or
are ns much
as they are right or
Sit down In a chair and fix your attention on some subject on the other
side of the room. Quickly hold your
finger up right in "front of the object,
and instantly shut your eyes. Then
without moving your head or your
finger, open your eyes one at a time.
If, when you open your right eye, you
find your finger directly in front of
In
the object, you are right-eyethat case you will find your finger
very much to the right of the object
when you open your left eye.
If you are
you will
most prohnbly find that you ure right-eyeright-eye-

left-eye- d

d

right-hande-

This Is due to the fact that of the
two halves of your brain one Is slightlawyer'a Sharp Questioning Finally ly more developed than the other. And
the organs nnd limbs on that side of
Drew Material Answer From Old
your body which Is controlled by the
Lady on Witness Stand.
more developed half nrc able to carry
Philander C. Knox used to toll the out your wishes more easily and
story of n Pennsylvania lawyer, known quickly thnn those of the other side.
throughout the stnte for Ills sharp
ness, who once met Ills match in a very
One Last Request.
Snm was all dressed up, but downunexpected qunrter.
An old woman was bclnj; cross-eA Ited Cross worker at a base
cast.
amined by lihn as to how the testator hospital over there, returning from a
hud looked when he made n remark lecture delivered by Miss Margaret
to her iiliout some relative.
Wilson saw bis lugubrious expres"1 don't remember.
He's boon dead sion and asked him how come.
three yours," she .answered, testily.
"I'so all put out, Miz Harris. I'se
'Do you mean to tell me that your got maliself all dolled up to ask Miss
memory Is so bad that you cannot ro Margaret a important question nnd
the while I'se gettin' ready she's dono
buck three years?" demnnded
ittornoy.
gone."
The witness was silent.
"What wns the question you wanted
"Did he look anytlilriK liki- - ine?" the to ask her, Sum?"
"1 was goln' to ask her: 'Miss Mar
lawyer litmlly ventured.
"Seems to me he did hnvr the same garet, yo' gets where yo' papa Is at;
In?
t
sort of vneiinl look,
responded
won't yo' please ask him kin I go
old lady.
home,' " Amerlcnn Legion Weekly.
HAL

PALATABLE

DISHES.

of
onions, a
A cupful of cooked rice, a cupful of
thick white sauce, a cold
egg and a little cheese may make a
very palatable luncheon dish. Cook
the tender youug onions until well
done; drain. Butter a small baking
dish and put In the rice, cover with
the drained onions, add a sprinkling
of grated cheese the white sauce and
bake until bubbling hot. Serve from
the dish. The rice should be well seasoned with butter, or with a chicken
broth while It Is cooking.
A

hard-cooke-

"BLIGHTY."

number of slang words
phrases which have
slipped Into the language by reason of the Bubel which resulted
when men of many nations gathered In the great melting pot of
the allied anuy Is a long one,
but one of the most typical Is
"bllglity" the English
equivalent for "home."
Prior to the commencement
of the recent great World war
the majority of the British army
was stationed in Indlu and
much of their slang consisted
of words and phrases adupted
from the language of the natives. "Beluit" is a common Indian name for England, and. as
If to add another parent to the
ancestral tree of "bllghty," the
Inhabitants of HlndustnL speak
of "home" as "bhllatl." The
similarity of the two expressions naturally impressed the
British soldier, and It was not
long before he corrupted them
Into "bllghty" using It as a
noun when he referred to his
native, soil and as an adjective
when he wanted to express
something connected with Ms
A
wound,"
return.
"Mighty
therefore, meant an Injury serious enough to necessitate being sent back home to England
While the word failed to gain
the
great popularity among
American soldiers, It appeared
with considerable frequency In
stories and reports from the
front and will doubtless be used
far more widely than before.

THE

collo-qul-

Banana Cream.
Slice three ripe bananas, press
through a sieve, add a small box of
crushed strawberries, reserving part
of the Juice; beat together lightly and
set on Ice to cool. Serve In glaRS
her studies.
cups with whipped cream to which
She will be one of the few thoroughhas been added the reserved strawly equipped women for the position berry Juice. Serve very cold.
poshe has in mind. She will get that
During the hot weather the simple
sition In time. And she will be mak- and less expensive desserts appeal to
Frozen dishes, when
ing two or three times what her friend the housewife.
Is at the end of ten years, and have, prepared at home, are always acceptmoreover, the assurance of a perma-een- t able and cost very little.
Beposition and real recqgnition.
cause the thoroughly trained person
Lemon Sherbet.
(Copyright.)
Is rare, and the firm who secures her
Take three lemons, two cupfuls nf
It
can
If
itseir.
help
won't let her go
sugar and a quart of rich milk. Mix
-- Oa
A girl can specialize In bank work, the sugar and lemon Juice, add
Genuine.
or
Potentially
In technical work, secretarial work
grated rind it desired, then stir in the
"Walter. I ordered chicken soup.
for Hg business And this is only In milk. The mixture will curdle but What do you cail this?"
the one line of stenography. There when frozen will be smooth and very
"That's It. .Or young
soup."
are hundreds of other lines, and in palatable. Serve In sherbet glasses.
do you
"Young chicken soupl
each the trained and ambitious worker
mean by tint?"
Don't be conwill be at a premium.
"Well, It's- the water we boiled the
the
average
job.
tent with
eggs In, sir." Boston Trunscrlpt.
l& 1921. Weatern Newspaper Unftin. )
(Copyright). ,
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SOMETHING

IN

COMMON

There Are Cases and "Casei."
Two lawyers hud been talking In
front of the courthouse for some time.
Finally one wild: "1 must be koIiik
"
now, I have a case to finish
But the other stopped him saying:
"Oh, come- - on, taks me with you. I'm
awfully dry." Chicago American.

BOTTLE

THE CSNTAUft COMPANY. NSW YORK

FEW

Flavor is
sealed in bv toasting

EVERY

AROUND

OF

FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

J

One can't have haw and one have gee:
To gee or haw you must agree
And then go forward, gee or haw,
Accordingly, without no Jaw
And that's good sense, and thut's good

The Spy.
are you followArmy Worm--"Vl- iy
ing that man?"1 Cut Worm "He hns
u seed catalogue under his arm." Life.

IS

CASTORIA

GENUINE

law.

THAT

Toilet Trio.

By JESSIE ROBERTS

r

I

But not these two. If old July.
When you yelled "gee," to gee would

SCHOOL DAYS

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiM'j; Each rose;
song the thrush through vernal
branches throws:
THE GIRL ON THE JOB
Each marvel of the sunrise; each dusk
blent
E
How to Succeed How to Get
Of mystery and fragrant, sacrament:
E
E Each star that In the heaven burns and
Ahead How to Make Good
glows.

you going to be content with an
job, which can be filled by
any girl, or do you want a career? If
the latter, you must recognize the Importance of sound training.
Take two girls. Both determine that
stenography Is the tpening they will
seek. One takes the usual course
an office at the ordinary salary.
She can do the average thing, and that

.''..I.

'iT 'ill

r

(Copyright).

Who

ARE

Drag

rules
But geed for haw and hawed for gee
And went contrary gener'ly.
The darnedest mules you ever see.

(Copyright).

The wisest pllKrini 1b tue one wlio goes
Only the other day a raccoon at the
Along the highway, hour by hour conBronx zoological gardens in New York,
tent
To take the rain or shine the skleB have
was In danger of starving to death beeent;
cause the gatekeeper who had famed
counts hia riches In each budded

Clllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
AN AVERAGE JOB.

15Fluid

had a pair of mules
A FELLAH
That knew no laws and knew no

There Is a solitary eagle to be seen
every day, soaring over a lake In western Ontario. Once he had a mate.
But she disappeared one winter. Since
then the widower has never married.
The natives say that It Is the habit
of these birds to be perpetually true
to their first and only love.
So constancy Is not the exclusive
virtue of our race.
When Christ wanted to express his
affection for Jerusalem, he could think
of nothing better to say than that he
would have gathered its people about
him, as a hen gathers her chickens under her wings. This timid bird will
face any peril If she thinks that her
young are In danger.
In the same way the bear of the
North woods, which will fly before
man under ordinary circumstances,
will fight to the death ,lf she thinks
her cubs are threatened.
So family uffection and devotion do
not set mankind apart from the rest
of the animal kingdom.

1
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GEE AND HAW.
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Children Cry For

LYRICS OF LIFE

By F. A. WALKER

wanted to
WHEN Shakespeare
the tragedy Involved In
the snuffing out of the life of his most
Intellectual character, he did It by
these words. "The rest Is silence."
He miclit have put It In another
way, hy saying that Huiulet would ask
no more questions. For that was his
most disconcerting habit.
Keeping silence before a puzzling
world, and a puzzling universe. Is
something that man has never done.
The human being who Just asked
the reason for the first nlghtfull and
the first appearance of the stnrs
stood on the threshold of all modern
scientific Investigation.
T
So, If it were necessary to find a
definition of man which would differentiate him from all the rest of creatures, It would be sufficient to sny of
, him : "He Is the animal that asks
questions."

NEW MEXICO
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SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
THE QUESTIONER.

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Not Altogether Useless.
"Young man, you couldn't even buy
my daughter's clothes."
"I could help." Life.
Alumni of the school of experience
have been known to take postgraduate

courses.

CITY.

A Pernicious Influence.
Frederick had discovered "Treasure
Island" the other day, and devoured
It In one blissful
feast, lasting from
breakfast till bedtime, when he was
forcibly pried loose from the book.
He was obviously In n trance us he
undressed, hut still Ills demure mamma
was not exactly prepared for the variation which he sprang when he came
to say his prayers:
"Give us this day our dally bread
yo, ho, ho, nnd a bottle of ruin !"
San Frnnclfo Chronicle.

Sure

Relief
6 Bellans
Hot water

Sure Relief
RELL-AN- S
JBmPfor indigestion

Women
Made Young
Bright eyes, a clear skin and a body
full of youth and health may be
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
snsmies of Hie and looks. In use alnce
1695.
All druggieta, three sizes.
Leak for Ike name Gold Mada! oa every has
ad accept DO imitatioa

You Save From
to $25 on every
Saddle and Harness

$15

Direct from our workshop.
Send for our free catalog.

The Fred Mueller Saddle
and Harnett Co.
141J

Is

1411

LarfaMt St.,

Damr.Cak

7ostern Canada
Land of Prosperity

offers to home seekers opportunities that cannot be secured elsewhere. The thousands of
farmers from the United States who ban
accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
FREE homesteads or buy farm land in her
provinces have been well repaid by bountiful
crops. There it still svsilsbie oa easy terms

Fertile Land at SIS to S3Q an Aert

JL Gift from
Nature's Storehouse
The delicious, crisp granules
of the wheat and barley food

--

,

requirements of young and old.

"There's a Reason for Grape'lfuts
Sold hy grocers everywhere

an

tile, sheen and Immm la aauali
rentable. Hundreds of farmers Hi Western
snsda hrre raised crops in a single eeiaeon
worth more than the whole coat of their land
With such success cornea nnaneritv. inde.
pendence, good homes snd sll the comforts sod
conveniences which make life worth living.

Farm Gardam, Poultry, Dairying

GrapeNuts
contain all the natural up building
values of the grains, including
mineral salts so essential to health.
A food eoualiy well suited to the

land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 48 buehels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and
also la greet abundance, whilt raising

are sources of income second only to grain
srowina sna stocK ratlins. Attractrv
climate, good neighbors, churches snd,
schools, good markets, railroad facilities,
rural telephone, etc
For eartlfleata enrltlinsf vntl tn rate
duced railway rates, illustrated litera
tare, mspe, description of farm oppoe I
tunnies in Manitoba, Saskatchewan.
Aioerta sou oTiusn voiumoia. i

1m

wnia

LAKUK MAMFACHKKK
fr)c3 and
to upon branch

WANTS MKN
suleainhn;

rnnce

to tl.&OO necessary; exclusive rlKhts;
monoy maktna poKRlbllltlftS
patented artlcln,
unllmltod; will pay exppnaea to Dallua If you
AiM. DUX lull, DALLAS, TEXAS,
qualify.
1300

FRECKLES

If

lem't

Y (TO MOV IB r Or
Your d rust art at ar ha
UtBtroanl--
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decline will find its interpretation

MUST RETURN TO

SAVINGAND TOIL
Kilt-ope- ,

Hard Times Come from
lr. S. Must Have CoiiraiW
Aim!

mit
''

IntHliK'-iio-

"Rwovery from economic depression in the United States as well as
abroad depends upon the courage and
applied intelligence and the return
to primary virtues of hard, conscientious toil and economy in living,"
ad.Secretary Hoover declared in an
dress before the National Shoe and
Leather exposition.
"There may he no recovery from
these hard times for many years to
come," Mr. Hoover s'aid, "if we neglect our economic relations abroad.
The hard times that knock at every
cottage door came from Europe. No
tariffs, no embargoes, no navies, no
armies can ever defend us from these
invasions. Our sole defense is the
prosperity of our neighbors .and .our
own commercial1 skill. The recovery
of our foreign trade can march only
in company with the welfare and pros
perity of our customers.
Discussing efforts in Europe to recover from the destruction of the
war, the secretary said that "in the
reinforcement of their marketing ma
chinery, many of the government are
stimulating the consolidation of the
banks and manufacturing concerns."
"Governmental and government en
couraged combination are being created," he said "to control exports
and imports, to exploit foreign markets. They are seeking special concessions for development and trade
throughout the world. Altogether,
these policies comprise a militancy in
commercial expansion that compares
with Elizabethan England.
''Any improvement in European
production of manufactured goods
will favorably affect our market for
raw materials, such as cotton and
copper. I am confident there will
demand for
be a return to pre-wthese. But as to our manufacturers,
we must get production costs down.
The surest road to continued high
wages and the surest safeguard
against unemployment is to remove
This
every restriction on effort.
must extend from our mines to the
railways, to th factories, to the
wharf and .to the ship. It means
smaller profits. It means that we
must have ultimately much lower
rates. It means we
transporatioli
must have better organized marketing machinery abroad under Americans. It means the establishment
of adequate, short time credit machinery, and much more care in foreign
risks than our merchants have shown
in the last twelve months.
"It means the government must
remove as quickly as possible those
unnecessary domestic burdens upon
commerce to which the government
is a party, by the reorganization of
our tax system; the settlement of the
tariff question, the reduction in government expenditure and by the set
tlement by the government of the
outstanding claims of our railways.
It means we must cease trying to
drive American ship owners off the
d
sea with
shipping 'losses.
I am satisfied we can hold our markets
up to the higher standards of
living and of wages, if we all put
our backs into It."
Discussing the foreign debt owed
to the United States and its citizens,
which he place at "between thirteen
and fourteen billions of dollars," Mr.
Hoover said:
"If we stop giving more credits,
and demand payments of interest on
debts due tmr government, our exports will further decline, and the

in

more unemployment among our own
people and more displacement of our
I am confident our debt-er- s
industries.
can eventually carry the debt
due to us."

o

HOSWKMi TALKS OF JUDGE
IJKATTON FOU U. S. SENATE
Roswell, July 17. Judge Sam G.
Dratton, of Clovis, judge of the ninth
Judicial district, is the choice of east
em New Mexico democrats for the
nomination for United .States senator
for the special election in September,,
it is said by leading democrats. Judge
Bratton, himself, has remained silent
on the matter, but many democrats
on the east side have attempted to
got him to annunce his candidacy.
Judge Bratton is not only very
is well
popular on the east side, but
and favorably known in other sections of the state and if nominated
would undoubtedly make a strong
race against his opponent, whoever
he might be.
It is generally Relieved here that
the present senator, Holm 0. Bursum
of Socorro, .will be the republican
nominee. Attorney H. B. Holt, of
Lac Unices, has announced himself
as a candidate, but leading republicans in this city believe that Senator
Bursum will receive the nomination
at the hands of his party.
It has also been suggested that at
the next general election Governor
M. C. Mechem will be a. candidate
for the nominatio for United States
senator to oppose A. A. Jones, or
whoever it may be that gets the
democratic nomination at that time.
The term of Senator Jones will expire in two years.

0

WHO WANTS JOB?
TEST IF 2.73 BEER
IS INTOXICATING
Washington, D. C. A plea of 2.75
per cent barley malt beer was made
before the joint congressional
mission on agriculture by R. A. Jones
representing Minnesota grain dealers
and Charles Kenny, representing a
Minnesota farmer elevator association.
Mr. Jones estimated that mall beer
legislation would mean an addition
of $300,000,000 a year to northwestern farmers and suggested a tenting
squad under the department of agriculture to establish that 2.75. beer
was
Mr. Kenney who conies from tlin
district of representative Volwtead,
author of the prohibition enforcement law said he wanted barely beer
legalized as it could be demonstrated
to be
O

TARIFF OX JIIDKS
D. C The house
Washington,
took hides off the free list in the
Fordney tariff bill and imposed an
ad valorem duty of 15 per cent.
The amendment included hides and
skins of all kinds, raw, green, dried
pickled, perpared or preserved.
Following adoption of the amendment, the ways and means committee
willimediately consider compensatory
duties on. shoes and other leather
products, Mr. Fordney said.
O

tax-pai-

REVIVE

PROSPERITY

The executive and legislative leaders of the administration have agreed
upon the program for the next few
months.
This program involves the supreme
effort which is to be made to start
the wheels of industry moving, and
revive the nation's prosperity.
Congress is to confine itself to twb
fundamental legislative propositions.
These are the enactment of a new

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

tariff law and a new internal revenue law.
The tariff laws plans contemplate
schedules which will raise from $500,
There
000,000 to $700,000,000.
Willi be a lot of opposition to this
tariff measure, but the whole pftwer
is behind it.
of the administration
While its passage may be delayed it
cannot be prevented.
Tho same can be said of the internal reveuue law, through which the
great bulk of the government's, revenue must be raised.
No side issues are to be- allowed
to divert congress from finishing up
these two vital pieces of work. This
is the word that has been se,nt down
the line by the leaders, who in the
final analysis control the situation in
congress.
It is realized that until the country
knows with certainty what the new
tariff and internal revenue basis is
to he, there can be no real confidence

in

the

Do You

Want a Trip

to

California

Hills
An Outing in New Mexico's Pine-Cla- d
A Vacation Visit to the "Old Home Back East"

O

To provide vacation opportunities for those who otherwise might be denied the
pleasure and ben fit of change and rest, The Albuquerque Daily and Sunday.
ticket to Los Angeles, San Diego' and
Herald has arranged to provide a round-trithe ocean beaches of Southern California (Pullman and meals enroute included)
for every person in New Mexico, young or old, who turns in forty (40) annual
subscription to The Daily and Sunday Herald.
p

paid-in-advan- ce

hills of New Mexico; or
For those who prefer an outing in the pine-cla- d
a vacation. trip" back to the old home," The Herald will provide an amount equal
to the total cost of the California trip offered above; upon ieceipt of forty (40)
subscriptions to The Daily and Sunday Herald.

future.

While congress is working out its
part of the reconstruction program, j
the executive branch of the govern-- 1
ment under President Harding's dl- rection proposes to push through i'ts
plans for rehabilitating tho railroads
and putting, the ten billion foreign
debt on a business, basis.
The railroads are to be given
by refunding their debt to the
government for 10 years.. This, together with other relief which will
be granted by the interstate commerce co.mmission in the matter of
allowances for maintenance and betterment of the railroads' during the
war is expected to put the railroads
in the market at an early date as purchasers of supplies.
The revival of the steel industry
is dependent upon the railroad's ahll
ity to buy and pay for material.
Every one of the many economic
and financial experts who have at- tended the presidential conferences
has stressed the imperative necessity;
of getting the railroads on 'a sound;
basis as a condition precedent to an
industrial revival..
Secretary Hoover, upon whose judg
ment in such matters the president
greatly relies has insisted upon this
ever since he took office.
The president is thoroughly sold
in l)ie idea and will go the limit in
extending the railroads every help
that is within the power of the gov-- !
eminent to extend.
Jt is predicted by those who are
familiar with the details of the rail- way plans which Hoover and others1
are working out, that the railroads
may be in a position to piace large
orders bv the first of August and that
the placing of these orders will be
the signal for the business revival
for which every one is so ardently

paid-iiradvan- ce

This Offer is Open tc Every
No matter

Citizen of Mew Mexico

where you live; If your home is within the boundaries of New Mexico, this offer of a

cation with traveling expenses paid, is at your command.

re-li-

va-

'

You Can Have Your Vacation Trip in
Return For A Few Hours Work In Spare Time
But to
It's easy to sell the Herald, because it's New Mexico's be.st daily and Sunday newspaper.
make it all the easier for you, we've arranged for you to offer with each annual subscription lo
The Herald, at no addiMonal cost, a
subscription to

Pictorial

Poremosi Magazine for the Home

Review---Th- e

Don't Delay Your Action On This OpportunityClip and Mail This Coupon Today
'

(coupon)

,

.;-

-

Subscription Department
The Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Send me a book of vacation trip order blanks and

full

information

about

your

va-

cation offer,

-

(Town)

(Name)
(Write name plainly)

(Oive It. K., P.

O.

Box or Street No.)

hoping.
Every officlal from President Hard
Ing down realizes that the turn of

.

events during tho next few months
may make or break the administration and there are evidences throughout the government machine of a determination to pull together andget
results. Evening Herald.
;OLI) STRIKE IX S1SSOX
1HSTHKT STARTS RUSH

PRINTING?
Lut us supply your stationery needs
We do all kinds of commercial Printing

.Wickenburg, Ariz., July 16. A
rush of prospectors has begun to the
Eagle Eye foothills, north of the Har
qua Hala mountains, where a rich dis
covery of free gold ore lias been made
on the Sisson claims. Eighteen men
have small leases on the property,
taking from the main ledge and from
stringers ore that averages close to

AND DO IT RIGHT

The Reserve Advoca!e

$100 to the ton.
A new company is reported to have
taken over the old Vulture mine, 13
miles southwest of Wickenburg, a
properly worked, till his death, by
Angus McKay.
The Little Butte property, near
Bouse, Js said to have been relocated

by outside parties soon after midnight
of June 30. A large interest in the
V .'Kui-HT
mine was held by J. C. Denton, mur- RMKJtfiK.M
KATE OX LIVESTOCK
dered in Los Angeles a few months
(O.NTIMES (ft DAYS
ago.
O
South v. est livestock' growers will
Black Folder Purse, belong onti.iuo to pay the present freight
LOST
13.
to
Goslino, in Magda. rateu until F'Plemb r lTi, according
Frank
ing
lena, or on Ocean to Ocean Highway. In iiifprir.iilion received at the local
Finder return to this olTice and re- onice of the state cattle and wool
growers association from the Ameri
ceive suitable reward.
--

liy Charles Stighroe
WYilnit Nrwsp.ipt'i

Unmn

the request of the nat'onal and st.ue
associations, an emergency cut of
e
'about 35 per cent from the
increase was made for shipping catr.le
Tho emergency
in the southwest.
The matter
to expire July 15.
was discussed at various association
meetings and it was ur.?ed that tba
cut rate bo extended long enough
war-tim-

wi--

to allow the stock grower to take
advantage of it late this summer, or
until a general cut was made in
cattle freight rates.
According to the information, received, all effected railway lines, with
the exception of the Southern Pacific of Texas, have concurred in the
extension of the emergency period.

Liiey (jet
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IN AUTOMOBILES
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FEDERAL AID FOR

$nd Planning His Future

Ninety-Nin- e

Few persons realize what radical changes have come over the automobile
since the days when the youngster yelled "git a horse"
Fere we have the "one lunger" of fifteen years ago, with Its funny steering handle and the exposed radiator, as compared to the modern speed wagon.

AUTOMOBLE

PLAIN HINTS TO

VISE IS

USEFUL FOR REPAIRS

FOIL CAR THIEF
Found Mighty Convenient While
Touring in Country.

Cleveland Auto Distributor Gives
Some Practical Suggestions to Owners.
REMOVE

DISTRIBUTOR

Device Shown In Illustration for Hold
Ing Small Parts of Car While
Working on Them Kept Out
of Sight by Hood.

ROTOR

Many occasions arise on an automo
bile tour when a light, fixed vise would
be highly convenient. A fixture for
holding small parts, while working on
them, Is shown attached to the engine
bolts and con
by the cylinder-hea- d
cealed by the hood.
Two pieces of 8 inch machine steel
or Iron, are bent and formed as IntU-

Unique and Effective Schema It to
Have Blind Switch In Ignition
to
System Other Method
Discourage

Robbers.

Some Ingenious yet simple ways to
the automobile thief, who often
laughs at locksmiths when he begins
tinkering with motorcars, are sugclam
gested by Emll C. Hertz, a Cleveland
automobile distributor.
Mr. Hertz's first suggestion Is to
remove the distributor rotor. Without
this rotor there can be no spark, he
Vin
ays, and without the spark no gasoIN0INI44IAD SeXjTi
jji ii liii ill
line motor will run. The rotor Is one
of the easiest things to get at, so Its
MOLI0 SMCCd
renvjyal by the car owner when he
leaves his vehicle parked in some
street is all the easier.
As there are several different kinds
of rotors, It is all the more difficult
for the thief, since he would have to
carry almost every type to have the
correct one available when needed. A Substantial Vise Attached to the
Even though half of all the automobile
Cylinder Head and Concealed Under
the Engine Hood Is Always Ready
thieves were equipped with complete
for Use When the Motorist Makes
sets of rotors, the car stealing hazard
Minor Repairs.
would be reduced 50 per cent.
Unique and Effective Scheme.
holes being drilled In the end
cated,
Perhnps the most unique and effec to fit over the
cylinder studs. If
tive scheme to protect a car, continued
these studs are of sufficient length, no
Mr. Hertz, Is to have a blind switch
alteration will be needed, but It will
in some concealed part of the main
be found, in most cases at
out
of probably
ignition system. Probably nine
the studs will be too short
that
least,
ten thieves would be utterly baffled
and that longer ones must be pro
If the circuit were broken In this way
vided.
because it Is a device they would least
The movable section of the vise has
expect. They would naturally look for two
lugs fitting Into corresponding
the .commoner methods of disabling
cars but there is no standard way slots In the fixed part. The screw is
ma
available to the thief for locating the made from any suitable
terlal, with a bent handle and a
trouble caused by a blind switch.
Another simple, though less effectual Inch nut behind the movable Jaw
Mechanics Magazine.
way to baffle the amateurish thief is to Popular
disconnect the wire at the coil, In
In TO TIGHTEN LOOSE VIBRATOR
connection with the generator.
many makes of cars there Is only one
wire exposed on the coll and it may When Screws
Holding Brass Jackets
be detached at either end with little
Become Worn It Is Good Plan to
trouble.
Use Metal Band.
There is still another way to discourmotor
car thief and that is
age the
In case the screws that hold the
to cross the spark plug wires to say small brass
jackets to the vibrator
the fourth and fifth or the fifth and box become worn so
that they do not
sixth cylinders of a "six." This crossany more, do not try to remedy
grip
ing of the wires causes back firing the trouble by using longer screws, as
and resultant heavy artillery when the this will
probably Injure the windings
engine is started will often cause the of the coil and ruin the vibrator. The
less hnrdened thief to flee In dismay,
better plan is to put a metal band
asserts Mr. Hertz.
clear around the box and attach it
would
car
owners
Some
however,
'
to the dash with small bolts.
not approve of this method of thwarting the thief because of the danger of
blowing off the muffler of the car's
mechanism.
Keep Record of Numbers.
Finally, be sure that you record the
numbers of your motor and tires In a
Gasoline costs $1.40 a gallon In
memorandum book and keep the book
Syria.
can
hands
where you
always lay your
upon it, advises Mr.. Hertz, who cites
Western Cnnada now has one auto
an Instance of a car which was stolen
mobile for every fifteen persons..
In Boston, Mass., and recovered and
identified four months later by one of
In England, motorists pay a license
the original tires.
of one pound per hsrsepower nearly
car.
$200 for a
CURE FOR RECKLESS DRIVERS
The wheels of the car are in align
Where Many Accidents Have Occurred ment if the tire treads wear uniformly
and hold the rounding shape originally
Signs Bear Inscription
Warning Drivers.
given the treads.
foil

t

I

AGJTMI3DLE

As a warning to reckless drivers,
the board of trade of Goshen, N. T.,
has erected large signs on each side
of the Otterkili bridge, where many
accidents have occurred. The signs
bear the following inscription : "Private cemetery across the bridge for

reckless drivers."
DETERMINING

SIDES

OF

CAR

To determine the left or right sjde

the car always face the same

Vectllon

LOS

replied

;

To live a number rf years more
ond to write at least another book
This will be on the progress of Chris
tianity ns it Is preached, showing how
preachers are leaving hell fire, brim
stone, purgatory and many other old'
time dogmas behind." Then he added
"In every marble block there is an

angel's form awaiting the sculptor's
chisel. God is good. There is no absolute evil In the universe, because
God made It."
Doctor Peebles was born March 23,
1822, at Whltlngham,
Vt, and was
graduated from Oxford academy, Che
nango county. New York, In 1841. He
has traveled around the earth five
times.

A Second Solomon Come to Judgment
AKE

FOKEST, ILL. What type
of girl appeals to a wholesome
boy? Whut things do boys object to?
What qualities has the ideal girl?
Floyd Brown, director of the Young
Men's Club of Lake Forest, who says
he hus had lots of experience with
girls, having been engaged three times
before he married, answers all these
Of invitation he spoke to
questions.
150 girl students of a fashionable sem-

I

inary.
"Hoys do net like girls who talk
loud, chew gum In public, powder their
noses or cross their legs in public, or
flirt with other men while under escort," he said. "They like silk stockings and shapely legs, but girls who
exhibit these do not muke much of a
hit.
"Paint and powder may help at
times, but a boy likes best the ruddy
natural complexion. He likes a girl
who snuggles up to him while dancing,
but doesn't respect the girl for It. He
doesn't care for the clinging vine type.
He wants a girl who cua cook, who U
economical and thrifty, and who takes
an interest In children; a girl in a
clean dress, one with a smile and a

13 Qte

Another
A third
spooned with everybody.
swapped boys' letters with other girls.
"I knew another girl who was synipathetic, who understood. She was
quite uttractive. That is what the
ideal girl should have: understanding
and sympathy. The golden girl is
cheerful. She Is not an angel ; she has
plenty of faults; but she is lovable.
She is not a reformer. She is a good
She
listener. She has
doesn't have to be pretty, though good
looks add a certain charm. She Is not
a gossip, though everybody confides
in her.
"Always have a bright face and
wear a fresh, clean dress for your hus
pleasant greeting.
'I can tell you from my own expe
band when he comes home. Never let
riences why some young women do not him see you In an untidy kimono and
attract men There was one who was with your hair awry."
always

losing

buttons,

Take care of the children one hour
every day.
Buy candy and fruit for the wife and
children once a week.
V
IX.
(
CTV
Stay home one night a week.
Take the family out every Sunday
to church in the morning and for a
walk In the afternoon.
Allow the wife to handle the finances
of the family.
Start a savings bnnk account.
Walt on himself Instead of asking
YOKK. Magistrate
John the wife to wait on him.
N-IYKocliendorfer of tlils'clty hus be-Repeat every day to his wife, at
uii to put into effect his doctrine thnt least once, his marriage vows.
Wash the dishes every night.
the right kind of puntshmeift for err
Magistrate Kocliendorfer says that
ing husbands will end marital Infellcl-t- ,
few men recognize the dully monotony
a houseHolding mat niisimiuis are to online of a woman's life In keeping
for seven-eighth- s
of nil domestic rows, hold together on small pny. The men
the magistrate announced thnt Instead have some variety even if only going
from their" homes to their offices, but
of sending tliem to Jail he would sentence them to any one of ten tasks the wives' are sentenced to monotonous
they might choose. Then, the next con- drudgery.
e
".Men who abuse their wives need
victed husband who was arraigned
him for .abusing his wife was or- wnklng up more than they need Jail,"
"The avdered to common housework for a the magistrate expounded.
The erage man would be cured permanentweek, or go to the workhouse.
al ly if he could te set to the tasks to
choices Magistrate Kqehendorfer
which his wife Is committed and thus
lows his prisoners follow:
the family breakfast every learn how much less attractive is her

,''A

Prepare

day tl.nn his."

morning.

Suspenders in Gotham

But Not Chicago

ond touch

The artless
C HICAGO.
ing custom of embroidering

a
s
on a
trailing design of
pair of suspenders for the young
spruce is the latest wrinkle In New
r
York, but woe to the
who nttempts such a thing In Chicago,
soy State street authorities.
The mule species hns a perfect
The average price of gasoline In
France at present represents about $1 right to go back to a primitive andcona gallon, and In England It averages logical method of holding up Its
Inuatlons, elsewhere, If it wants to,
about 75 cents.
but It just Isn't being done In Chicago. that the male of the species begun dise
Jnless, says H. Youug, It Is done un carding coats on hot days, thus exposIn spite of the British 'duty of 33
der cover.
ing those unattractive items of attire
per cent and the French 45 per cent
It's like this," snld Mr. Young. "You called suspenders. Before that lie used
American-madautomobiles are being either wear
suspenders and keep your to swelter in the lightest of tweeds
shipped to European countries in large
est on, or you buy what looks like nnd serges with linen waistcoats. Then
numbers'.
fellows begnn to leave off their waistthe latest thing in harness.
"It goes on under the shirt and It coats and, although the exposed snlrt
The 44,085,000 automobile tires
arrangement of looked awful at first, the custom bemanufactured during 1920,' piled on has an equipoise
over your shoulders came universal. That was when tho
fits
that
straps
top of one another, would reach to a and Is
adjusted over your trousers at belt come in, and suspenders were put
height of 2,784 miles a distance althe sides. But not u man under forty away for the summer. The later commost as great as across the continent.
will wear them and only 20 per cent ing In of the costless man completed
the banishing of suspenders, for most
of those over forty.
Automobile accidents are found to
In men. Only here and there a man would
the
"As
being
for
suspenders
be caused In many cases by the varyhe had
fashion this yeHr, and embroidered continue to wear 'em, becouse
ing rules of the road in different states
to, but at the same time would gird
Howers nt that, It Just Isn't possible.'
of the Union, which lead to the con
tihie ago, say 20 years, his bay window with a belt."
t w as a
fusion of drivers in Interstate traffic.

President Harding has touched up
on a subject which It is to be hoped
he will develop In his communications
to congress, and that Is the subject of
federal participation in the building
The government is
of good roads.
committed to the policy of
with the states in road construc
tion, and there Is no disposition to
depart from It, but the President Is
emphatic in his insistence that the
stutes and communities shall assume
tlie responsibility of keeping their
roads in repair, which Is only a Just
and fair proposition, says Washington
Post.
If the government Is to pay
out millions of the taxpayers' money
to help pay for the construction of
roads, only to see within a few years
these highways deteriorate Into disuse and decay, that money Is wasted,
The value of good roads Is now gen
erally recognized and the larger and
more progressive states have proved
that they are good Investments. Im
proved highways mean not only good
automobile roads, they mean cheaper
and better food, greater values In the
land, better opportunities for the
rural population. And they also pay
good dividends In the huge sums col
lected In license fees for motor vehicles, enough In most Instances to
pay the cost of repairs and Improveof the government cooperating with the states in the cost
of road building has been a great Incentive In the construction of better
highways and there Is no doubt thnt
many thousands of miles of roads have
been built under this plan, which
otherwise would not have been undertaken. It should and doubtless will
be continued, but there should be an
expressed guarantee that roads built
under this
plan are to be
maintained and kept In good repair.
This preeminently is the duty of the

dl- -

In which the car Is headed.
This Is contrary to the belief of some
that left and right sides are determined by standing in front of the
far and looking toward it

-

hnve had
".My wife and myself
stomach trouble," snys Mr. J. A.
White, residing on the Lecstown I'lke,.,
K. F. D. No. 0, near Lexington, Ky.,
"mid have both been nervous and run
down."
"We could

not see anything without suffering afterwards and could not
sleep at night. We were regular nervous dyspeptics. We tried many remedies without permanent benellt until
we heard of Tunlac. I got this medicine and began using it. We noticed
immediate results. We are both great-lWe give nil
Improved by Tanlac.
credit for the change of health to Tunlac. It Is a remarkable medicine.
"I personally feel so good that I told
my hunds a day or two ago that I
could beat any of them shucking corn.
I meant It and believe I could have
bent 'era all."
Of all the maladies that afflict humanity chronic dyspepsia, such as Mr.
and Mrs. White suffered from, Is probably the most prevalent, and hours
might be consumed In describing the
suffering, mental and bodily, of the
victims of chronic dyspepsia.
A morbid,
unreal, whimsical and
melancholy condition of the mind,
aside from the nervous physical suffering, is the usual state of the average
dyspeptic, and life seems scarcely
worth living.
Tanlac, the celebrated medicine, was
designed especially for overcoming
this distressing condition and millions
of people hnve tnken It with the most
astonishing and gratifying results. It
seems to go straight to the spot, toning
tip and Invigorating every organ of the

y

body.
Sold

leading druggists every
Advertisement.

by

where.

The Barter Returns.
What will It cost me to
portrait painted?
Artist Twenty-twprescriptions.

Doctor
have my

o

FARMERS
ARE

WORKING

HARDER

And using their feet more than ever before.
For all these workers the frequent use of
Allen's FootEase, the antiseptic, healing
powder to be shaken into the shoes ana
increases their
sprinkled in the foot-batefficiency and insures needed physical com- lort. Allen s ootr.ase takes the Friction
from the Shoe, keeps the shoe from rubbing and the stockings from wearing, fresh
ens the feet, and prevents tired, aching
and blistered feet. Women everywhere are
constant users of Allen's FootEae. Don't
get foot sore, get Allen's FootEase.
More than One Million five hundred
thousand pounds of Powder for the Feet
were used by our Army and Navy during
the war. Sold everywhere.

Concrete Road, Chevy
Experimental
Chase, Md., After Nearly Two Years'
Service.
state and not of the general government, and It should be understood
that no state will receive an appropriation from the federal government
for road building except under the
stipulation thnt It will make provision
for upkeep.
This Is good policy and good busi
ness and President Harding Is conserving the public Interest In bringing
It to the attention of the country.
States like Pennsylvania, New York,
Ohio and Maryland, which hnve expended millions of their own money
on a system of Improved highways,
willingly would give guarantees along
this line, and If any state Is not ready
to make such an agreement it should
not participate In the federal appro-

Smashing.
"Yes, he's a baggage man now."
"Doing well?"
"Doing n smashing business."

BACK GIVEN OUT?
Is s dull, constant backache slowing
you up? Are you tired and achy tortured with sharp, stabbing pains? Do
you find it impossible to te happy or
enjoy your work? Then, look to your
kidneys! When they weaken, the system becomes overloaded with uric acid
and backache, sharp pains, headaches,
dinzy spells and urinary disorders naturally follow. Help your kidneys with
Doan's Kidney Pills. Doan's have
brought new health to thousands.

A Colorado Case
Mrs. D. A. Butler, 119 Meeker
Delta.

8t, "I feltColo.,
run
says:
down and my

WVJViif

ous, too.
lieve the

ROAD

Construction and Mainte
nance Must Be Taken Into,
Serious Consideration.

Location,

The three principal divisions of ac
tual road making are location, con
struction and maintenance. In planning a road it Is necessary that we
take into consideration all three of
these steps, since proper location affects the cost of construction and
may materially reduce cost of
Somo of the things to be considered
locating a road are easy grades,
good drainage, exposure to sunshine,
elimination of culverts and bridges by
avoiding unnecessary creek crossings,
In

directness and the number of farms
to be served for a given length of
road. Whenever possible to avold.it,
a good location should not be rejected
merely because a certain roadway has
been in use for some time.
TRUCKS

ARE

EXPENSIVE

Damage to Highways and Bridges
Costly Item New York Plans
Tax on Tonnage.

ll

Because big trucks are tearing up
the highways and making the repair
of bridges a costly item, legislative
leaders in New York state are planning to pass a bill that will tax motor trucks weighing Ave tons and
over $100 a ton every year. It Is estimated that this will yield $350,000
year to the state.

I

be-

trouble
by
water.
alkali
Doan's K d n y
was

FACTORS IN PLANNING

BIG

hack annoyed me.
When I stooped

sharp
pains
caught me across
my aides and
I
telt nervhips.

priation.

forget-me-not-

trouble-make-

Dyspepsia by Tanlac.

In Repair,

t.

New York Jails Likely to Be Crowded

At Least J. A. White Would Bet
So, After Being Relieved of

President Harding Insists That States
and Communities Keep Roads

ments.
The policy

IDS

BEAT

SHUCKING HIS CORN

HIGHWAYS

e

Always Face in Same Direction Machine Is Headed It Is Wrong
to Stand Facing It.
of

ANGELES.
This city has a
who has lived 09 years and
says he's going to keep right onillving
for some time. He Is Dr. James Martin Peebles, physician and author, who
recently celebrated his ninety-nint- h
birthday anniversary and has written
a book on "How to Live a Century and
Grow Old Gracefully."
He ascribes
his long life In large measure to abstinence from eating animal flesh.
Doctor Peebles stopped eating meat
when he was thirty-nin- e
years old. He
wrote his book on the rules of living
when ha was sixty-twOther rules he made for himself
and which he said he believed had
helped him to reach his advanced
years included:
"Go to bed every nlgnt at 8 :30. Out
of bed every morning at 6. Never use
tobacco.
Never use Intoxicating liquors. Never complain.

"Avoid nil worry and keep a harmonious mind. Worry is among the
worst things In the world. Have
strong will power. Always look for
the new. Keep calm."
On his ninety-nint- h
birthday annl
versary Doctor Peebles walked erect,
only occasionally using a cane; his
sight was good, although he used spec
tacles for reading; his hearing "as
good as ever," and his appetite and
His
digestion he declared excellent.
long white benrd and hair gave him a
Asked
truly venerable appearance.
what his plans for the future were, he

GOULD

caused

Pills broueht ma
Immediate relief and I soon felt well
again. Whenever I need a kidney
medicine now, I always take Doan's
for I know they are reliable."
Cat Doan's al Any Stan, 60c a Bos

DOAN'S V?"

FOSTER. MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. V.

Stomach
on Strike
20 Years

Eatonic Settled Itf
"Entonlc Is wonderful," snys C. W.
Burton. "I had been a sufferer from
stomach trouble for 20 years and now
I am well."
Entonlc gets right after the cause of
stomach troubles by taking up and
carrying out the ncldlty and gases nnd
of course, when the cause Is removed,
the sufferer gets well. If you have
sourness, belching, indigestion, food
repenting or any other stomnch
trouble, tnke Eatonlc tnblets after
each meal nnd find relief. Big box
costs only a trifle with your druggist's
guarantee.

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest

After Cuticura
Soap 25c, Oiatawnt 25

nJ 50c,Tslc25c

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

21.

THE

RESERVE

THE RESERVE STATE BANK

STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION

at Reserve, in the State of

OF THE

June

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
1921

Loans and Discounts

73,550.00
1,950.00

Fur. and Fix.

TOTAL

$

Surplus and Profit

22,272.73
48,300.00

Deposits

313,699.94

Federal Reserve Bank

152,535.96

TOTAL

-

Owing to

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts

$

Real Estate,

Fur.

17,403.2j
75,881.21
$541,870.55

LIABILITIES

17,631.01

30,000.00

Capital
Surplus and Proiits

2,000.00

'.

2,351.63
and Fix.

Cash and Due from Banks

28,640.00
4,383.07
.

446,243.42

Stocks and Bonds

30,000.00
5,000.00
183.22
74,342.19
253.11

1

TOTAL

28,

$162,432.60

:.

Capital stock paid in
,
Surplus fund
v
Undivided profits, les cur. exp., int., and taxes paid
Individual deposits subject to check fine. 31, 32)
Cashier's checks outstanding
Total of demand deposits, Items 27, 29
74,595.30
:
34. Certificates of deposit
36. Other time deposils (including 35)
Total of time deposits, Items 35, 3
33,023.07
38. Notes and bills rediscounts elsewhere than
at Federal Reserve Bank
Bills payable, including obligations representing money borrowed

$162,432.60

e'iosits

52,151.35

'

-

396,108.18

Rediscounts and Bills Payable

County of Socorro, ss:
A.
Kiehue
President, and J. R. Gaunt, Cashier, of the above
We,
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the
State of New Mexico,

$586,S08.63

at the Close of Business,
JUNE 30, 1931
error of printer this statentent was

of the Condition

published the past two weeks as of April
instead of correct date, June 30, 1921.

579.18
850.60
700.00

168.08

:

Report

27,335.76

20.
21.
22.
27.
29.

50,000.00

Circulation

22,695.10
4,640.66
4,411.10

BANK OF MAGDALENA

LIABILITIES

$586,808.63

Capital Stock

on,

$104,954.89
1,333.93
5,827.11
6,200.00
2,600.00

currency, nickels and cents
16. Coin and currency
19. Collection Item

37,544.56

Cash and due from banks

of business

RESOURCES

5,813.39

TOTAL

at the close

Fractional

$467,950.68

Ctrt'fs.

Keal Estate,

New Mexico,

11. Net amount due from National Banks
Net amount due from ,reserve banks
15. Ooutside checks and other cash items

Other Bonds and Stock:)

U. S. Bonds and

801021.

'
1. Loans and discounts
2. Overdrafts
3. IJ. S. Bonds owned and unpledged
7. Value of banking house (if unencumbered)
8. Furniture and fixtures
-

OF MAGDALENA

JUNE 30,

OF THE CONDITION OF

KEPOKT

No. 50

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

63, 530.02
$541,870.55

best of our knowledge and belief.
A. KIRIJNE, President.
Subscribed and sworn to before me J. R. GAUNT, Cashier
this 20th day of July, 1921.
Correct Attest;
(SEAL)
A. T. CHAVEZ,
Abb Aexander
J. R. Gaunt
County Clerk.

FIKST NATIONAL BANtf
OF MAGDALENA

Institution

Tlic Largest Financial

In Socorro County

A.

NOMAL CONDITIONS
ARE RETURNING. IS

IilTTIK

CHARLOTTK YOliK

(From Magdalena

SPEAKERS' OPINION

News) '

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
C. York will regret to learn of
the death of their little four year
old baby girl, Charlotte, on Sunday
last at their home in Socorro, after
a short illness from spinal meningitis
The little girl as well as her parents
were residents of Magdalena until
a few months ago, and the parents
and relatives have the sympathy of
all in their bereavement.
Interment was made in the Socorro cemetery Sunday afternoon.

Cleveland, O. The financial and
industrial crisis in the United States
had been weathered and the long
heralded return to normal conditions
is gradually being effected, speakers
at the closing session of the Ohio
Bankers' association convention, declared.
United States Senator Pomerene
of Ohio declared "the nation is as
solid as the rock of Gibraltar; what
troubles there are, are within ourselves and alj that Is needed to bring
about a reasonable adjustment of
prices, which is the thing mostly
needed, is practical of common sense.'

G.

O

DR. Li. A. JESSBN

DENTIST

RESERVE .NEW MEXICO

"wir
r
MODERN

AND

HOT AM) COLD lir.NMV'Ci WATKIt

.NTIOAM

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN

A.

FUNKE,

PROP.

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO

Tnild Hilliard, of the Luna Valley country made a business trip to
Magdal'ena this week.

J'iehne

The Strongest Bank With The Largest

Deposit

in,

Socorro County

Director).

MRS. JOHN R. TLAKK DIES
SI DDKM.Y AT HOTEL ARAGON

(From Magdalena News)
Mrs. J. R. Clark died after a very
4
short illiness at the Hotel Aragon on
Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday morning.

Miss Frances Argall, who spent the
past two weeks with her schoolmate
Miss Ida Barber, returned to her Clark arrived at Magdalena Monday
evening, driving through from Byron
home at Magdalena last week.
Oklahoma.
Mrs. Clark was taken sick while
Several from the Tuliarosa and Ara
on
the road from Albuquerque to
lu
'are
Magdalena
gon neighborhood
this week attending the annual Fiesta Magdalena, but insisted on reaching
She
Magdalena before stopping.
which was held Friday.
was quite ill all of Monday night
Milio Burlingame, at Magdalena has and had medical attention throughHereford Bulls out the night. By morning she was
some line
Will trade for resting easier, and Mr. Clark left
for sale or trade.
See him the room to look after some import
young steers or heifers.
taut matters. Upon his .return to
at Magdalena.
the hotel and entering the room he
'
Reports from the neighborhood up found Mrs. Clark on the floor dead,
and down the river are to the effect she, evidently having started to arise
that showers are falling daily in and dress.
J. R. Clark was one of the conspots, and that cattle and stock of
tractors on the piece of road across
all kinds are looking flue.
the White Flnts that is now being
Mrs. Clark accompanied
Horse Springs reports several good finished.
showers during the past week, as him when they came here on the
contract several months ago, and
does also Datil and the Mangas counin Magdatry. Both places also report excel- made many warm friends
lena. During their stay in Magdalent range conditions.
lena she was ill for a long time at
the Hotel Aragon, but had entirely
Work is progressing on the installation pf the vault and in making the recovered before leaving last spring
Oklahoma.
changes in the hotel building so as for their home at Byron,
to use it for court and county
full-bloo- d

;to4'''toM'tx
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YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

EAT AT THE

Magdalena Cafe
COURTEOUS TREATMENT

SERVICE

GOOD

ALL THE DELICACIES

THE MARKET AFFORDS

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
COME IN AND SEE US

'

WE USK EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS

TNI'. IIKNT DIMM. HOOM

NICIIVICH

I

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN

MAGDALEN- A-

:.'fi

Carries a full line of

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cigars

pose of inspecting bids for the

trans-scribin-

g

of the records of Catron
We have been unable so
county.
far to find out what conclusions they
come to in the matter or who was
the successful1 bidder.

Persistent rumors from the

Mog-ollo-

--

n

country are to the effect that
conditions are improving in the mining game,, and that it is expected
before fall to see several1 of the big
mines of that town again in operation

are very short on home locals
this week. It was impossible for
the editor to be at Reserve, and also
as the local editor was out of town,

THE RESERVE REALTY COMPANY

J. JONES,' Manager

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

OIL LEASES

REAL ESTATE

jen
i:tgsome
FIRST get
Prie
.'
ir.

"--

,

,'

md-8-

TOWN LOTS

.

moistener top.

failed to get the local happenings
of interest.
This will be obviated
as soon as the Advocate plant Is
established in Reserve, and it is now
only awaiting the completion of the
Gaunt building as the office will be
located in that building.

9

do next
makin's

'

ihi.i will hit en all your

'sracko cylinders !
No us 3 sitihg-L- y

and

say-

ing may to you'll cash this
hunch tomorrow. Do it while
the going's good, for
you can't figure out
what you' repassing by! Such
flavor, such coolness, each
c
s rc!!, the enly
to
et
the words emway
phatic enough is to go to it
and know yourself!
man-o-ma- n,

more-ish-nc-

In this issue of the Advocate will
be found the statement of the Reserve State Bank. The showing made
by this bank is extraordinary under

III1
Copyright 192t
K. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

ly

Winaton-Sate-

N.C.

em wi

papers and some Prince
Albert tobacco and puff away
en a home made cigarette

- told

I'jrr:
red t
rrotr d halt
I...
'tors
yonrn
end It i'.c t!Ji:r.d
crystal glass humidor with sponga
f'

wo

the present depressed conditions in
the state and nation. It shows a
good steady increase in business, and
also shows conservative and safe man
agement. Reserve is to be congratu
lated on having aa strong a financial
institution in the town.

v'

W

'.'

RANCHES

i

YouTl enjoy the
spcrfc of rolling

the county commissioners met
Friday July 22nd, for the pur-

met

We

W.

vHsqMfcini AW

at Canadian, Texas, after spending
several days with Pat and Bealer.
Bearler went on to Kansas City to
look after business matters.

General Merchant

Candies

P

Healer Birmingham and Bob Hext
made a trip to Magdalena last 'week.
Mr. Hext was on his way to his home

P. S. HIGGINS,

Cold Drinks

Reports from headquarters are to
the effect that work will be pushed
at once on the Luna Valley road, the
department recognizes that this is
one of the most needed in the forest
boundaries.

P. A.!

And, besides Prince
Albert's delightful flavor,

there's its freedom from bite
and parch which is cut out by
our exclusive patented proc-

ess! Certainly
you smoke
P. A. from sun up till you
slip between the sheets with-

out a comeback.
Prince Albert is the tobac- -.
co that revolutionized pipe

smoking. If you never could
smoke a pipe
forget it!
You can AND YOU WILL
if you use Prince Albert
for packing! It's a smoke
revelation in a jimmy pipe
or a cigarette!

Mi
raj. WW
smoke
the national
joy

